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INTRODUCTION

After the passage of Proposition 13 in June 1978, legislators and
officials of public higher education in California suddenly were
confronted with a radically different budget-making process. The
traditional funding formulas were altered and funding was reduced
sharply. The University of California announced that increases in
student fees would be considered for 1978-79 if General Fund support
from the State were curtailed severely. The Legislative Analyst
briefly considered introducing a proposal to raise student charges
by $100 a year at the California State University an4 CoIleges.to
Partially offset budget cuts, but then dismissed the idea. ConvinCed
that the State's long tradition of tuition-free, low-cost pub1i.6
higher education should not be abandoned hastily or without careful
consideration of all the implications of such a Change, the Director
of the Postsecondary Education Commission supported efforts to avoid
increases in svt,ient charrts for 1978-79. In a letter to the
Legislature's Conferenc. C,mmittee on the Budget, he argued:

Increased student charges must be considered as one of
several possible sources of additional funding for the
long-range financing of postsecondary education. Such
charges, however, are certain to cause substantial
enrollment shifts and greater demands for student aid.
The impact on access and the intexsegmental consequences
of such changes shJuld be studied carefully prior to
adoption of any such increase. 1/

The Legislature subsequently adopted budget control language to dis-
courage any unilateral increases in student charges for 1978-79. In

response, University of California President David S. Saxon
announced in September, "By postponements in hiring, by curtailing
some activities and by the use of these very limited reserve funds,-
we can avoid imposing tuition or an increase in the Educational Fee
during 1978-79." 2/ However, he left open the possibility of changes
the next year. The Board of Trustees of the California State
University and Colleges unanimously approved a resolution in
November 1978 stating their philosophical opposition to tuition.
They urged that sufficient financial support be provided to maintain
adequate access to and the quality of education within the State
University system "so as to make the imposition of tuition
unnecessary." 3/ The Community College Chancellor's Task Force on
Finance began an investigation of various levels of student charges
for that system. Each segment, however, appears to be proceeding
independently to develop its own plans. Yet, if modifications
initiatid by one are adopted, they are likely to have a profound
impact on the other segments too. Indeed, the decisions reached by
segmental governing boards and the Legislature will undoubtedly have

-1-



a large impact on the State and its system ff public hi her education
for years to come.

The Education COde charges the Commission with a general responsi-
bility to examine "the impact of various types and levels of student
charges on students and on postsecondary educational programs sad
institutions" as a part of its ort-going plcnning efforts. Currently,
Commission staff is examining a number of critical issues in higher
education, including the issue of student charges. This report is an
outgrowth of these etforts. It is based on the belief that a broad,
intersegmental perspective is essential for a thorough and balanced
analysis of the complex issue of student charges. The report first
examines the basic issues associated with student chsrges and the
financing of public higher education. It then uses the Commission's
data base and develops models to assess the impact of student charges
on undergraduate enrollment in the different segments, on revenues,
on student aid needs. and on access to postsecondary edçation.

This report is desigied to provide Commissioners with a complete pic-
ture of the complex awl controversial issue of student charges. It

attempts to promote understanding rather tnan a particular point of
vieu. Consequently, it neither offers nnr constitutes a policy
recommendation.



CHAPTER I

COS7S AND BENEFITS OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

The value of education to the indivicittal and to society has long been
accepted as a basic article of faith by most Californians and led to
the crettion of a vast, well-financed public school system.
Moreover, the desire to make higher education democratically
accessible and the recognition of society's teed for educated and
trained pessonmel were central considerations underlying the passage
of the Morrill Land Grant Act by Congress in 1862, and the decision
ift this State six yesrs later to establish the University of
California. From modest beginnings in the late 1860s, the University
has developed into a nine-campus system with 127,881 students in
1978. The California State University and Colleges traces its origin
back to the same era, yet it i$ now an impressive nineteen-campus
system educpting 306,175 students. The idea of public junior
colleges did not originate La California, but the modern community
college first developed here. California's current 106' Community
Colleges provide postsecondary educational opportunities to more
than 1.1 million students and remain national leaders in their field.

Considered as a whole, California*s three-tiered system of public
higher education represents a singular social and cultural
achievement. It has become the most widely respeeted and tmitated
model for public hi/her education in the nation. The magnitude of
this educational enterprise and its funding have led to periodic
public debates and to reexaminations of its benefits and costs.
Attention has often centered on economic and financial
considerations, although social and cultural considerations are no
less important. That economic and financial aspects of the issue are
most susceptible to measurement partially accounts for the emphasis
they have received, but the rising costs of public higher educations
the competing claims on limited tax resources, and the tax burden
have also led students, taxpsyers, and their representatives to
demand evidence that they are getting their money's worth. Of

course, not all the benefits higher education provides to the
individual or society can be measured, and those that can be
quantified are not necessarily the most important. Nevertheless,
the question of public and private benefits deserves serious
attention, and most of these benefits can be described, even though
not all of them can be measured precisely.

PUBLIC BENEFIrS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher educ tion benefits California in at least four ways:
ecot.omically, socially, poli,ically, and culturally. Clearly, these
are interdepeedent rather than mut:sally exclusive categories because



higher education is inextricably woven tato the entire fabric of our
increasingly oomplex urban-indnatrial society Yet, by examining
the influence of education on each area separately, its overall
Importince can be more readily understood.

In a state that v46 still predominantly agricu tural in the
nineteenth century, containint re,latively few wealthy families elle
tar fewer members of the middle class than today, public higher
esiukation provided an opportunity for further education to the
eelatively small oumber of eons and daughters of farmers and
,J)upkeepers who completed secondary school. It was argued that A
system of low-cost, public higher education would contribute to
California's economic growth and development by "providing a supply
of educated young people who would become the doctors, lawyers,
teachers, and business leaders needed in a developing society." 4/
Later, 48 industrialization proceeded, the need ta train aufficient
numbers of engineers, acientiats, and technicians also became
)evident, 4nd the Ubiversity and State University again assumed a

ntraI role in providing that training.

The literature un economic development confirms what these early
':4111forniaris and their heirs understood intuitivelythe increase in
human capotal is a critical ingredient ia determining the pace and
character of economic development in au area. Education, of course,
is the major source of human capitaL hot-toyer, the investment in
h;gner education affects humati repital formation end economic
development in at least two ways. First, It is closely analogous tu
resource development'in the most. important sense of that term because
higher education is a system organizeo to discover human talent and
N. iultivate and develop )t. Second, through 1ES extensive
involvement la both pure and applied rtsear-h, the StAte's
.inzversities tontinue tu make major contributions to the advancem nt
ot knowledge. Si

Te.)day Californias ec.nonry probably is more h ghly developed and
technologically sophisticated than that of any other state in the
nation. The reason so many aerospace, electronics, computer, and
research and development firms were founded or chose to locate
California and the reason the Stats continues to enjoy vigorous
economic growth can, in large part, be traced directly to the

commanding presence of the State's extenalve system of public higher
education and to the rich endowment of human resourcts that system
has helped to create.

For decades, higher education has been not only a major cont&ibutur
oo socioeconomic advance, hut also an integral part of the American
dream of success. Participation in higher education has efiabled
roecole to rise social4, occupationally, aon finaacially While

mobility is more properly counted among its benefits t6 the



Indiv dual, leitPilb to higher education provides umportant
eriefits, If social classes become rigid and the opportunities for

social mobility are denied, society stagnates and becomes
,Inproductive The level of soc'.el tension and conflict also tetl* to
escalate. But, by facilitating social obility, higher eancation
oontributts to the continuing vlialitiof an open society and thus
prnvidea 4 flindamentai safeguard for the democratic way of life 6,/

Higher edu(ation provtles other benefits to society Research Snows
'hat there :a far greater individual and sccial stabiliti among the
lllege educated, incloding lower rates of family intab...lity,

poverty, unemployment, and crime, and tar less dependenee On costly
govermment social services. lt increaseu the tax revenues that
result from the higher lifetimm earnings of college graduates. Also
.'lted are increases in participatioa in civic affairs and chsritable
organizations. Higher education also contributes to the general
increase in the ability of citizens to communicate through the
various media. Effective communication of information is necessary
for the operatIon of a market economy and the meintenance of a

democracy,

A lemocracy demsnda of its oltizens an awareness of the Problems that
.rifront their society ur po/iticsl inst.tutions are grounded in
the hellef that the electorate la conceroed, atid tatelligett enough to
-take reasonable, informed decislons on mattera of public umportaoce,
iet, as the problems confronting society and the ISsuAlilactng public
Atieiala become more and more complex, the need hes increased for
%ore highly educated and trained public servants Our colleges and
oolversitiee have provided the training, research, and expertise
Avon whith modern government de?:ision making increasiGgly depend*.
Ind they have played 1 gIgnIfIrAnt rnle in educating those whn hold
psittons ,7)f punii,, trust

Another benefit of higher educatin zu the more effective preser-
vation and ex .nsion of ::ur cultural heritage that it makes possible
hy helping to preserve and fransmit knowledge of the literacy,
artistic and cultural treasures of the psast, higher education
enriches our estheti( dpprectattun and understanding Flrtherm6re.
ac% ,7)thiwkrS hAve notel.

rhe fonvergeace uf all types of artists, writers,
musicians, per1ormer7 anti critics upon higher education
provides opportunities for 'thei interchange of ideas and
for (thei consequent instruct_tonal enrichment of each fine
art form. Higher education -ncreasen both the nuMber of
Amateor And professional performing artis and the nujber
of people who patronize them, while raising hoth groups to
r-ver higher levifi's 4rtibtlt, 4tid 010011*t1'



.iLflAL BENL R

The most obvious benefit to 1ndv1du.al5 that higher education
prosides lb the training essential for access to higher paying,
bagher-status jobs, As, the old, saying goes "To get a good job, gtt a
good education," Over the years:the character of work has changed,
plaving increasingly -7)mplex demands Olr-wdfiers. In 1890, when most
Americans 'ail' lived in rursl areas or small tawne and a majority

worked in agriculture, a -good education usually coasistsd of
,ompleting elementary school, except for the few who graduated from
.igh school or the even fever who went on to college. 71 that year
nly four out of every one hundred young people betweeqlthe ages of
tourteen. 4nd seventeen, were enrolled in high ac.hool, and only ,two out

every one hundred until were fifteen to nineteen years old'attended
Tk)day more than 45 perrent of the country's fourteen- to

seventeen-year-olds are enrolled in high scrboI, but the poasession
,f 4 ligh school 4iplma is no longer the passport to a gdod job. ft

%an bet'ome 4-minimum requirement for a decent Joh, not a good one
rhe :omplexity of modern industry has made a high school educatIlut
!-;sAfit,tent professtonah 4n4 managerial positinns, 4nd nn140

4.3206t pt mzam b, 4re .:e(urt!rd by ege gtaduate%

'r;e fashlnable amcng human-t4plt a! thenrzst4 to
rhe dollar value o, a reqlege diploma over the course f the
re4:ptent % litet4me ut course. &Gem of the tocume differentia'

til!! 4ttribut.rd t iftherent differences in indivlimal ahtiity
tkern graduate, and nongraduates Also, the range of earnings

lracing Re Rraduateb was, perhaps, as signAtiaat a6 the fact that
elt. mean ,73r median InrOm4s exceeded those ,,)f bIgh graduitte

rr 4tt.i( i6( these fact4rs, the :::..oreinating 16r

oNtL614t.404 t 14t1' 46 1969 that, ivvragt6, f

P"Kf' 1,WI&P wl* morv f'lan 5100,;100 tn 44,1:t1714i elrnirig%

ne gra4uate 'ifettrrie )

l!nx:n A !. 1 0.7,11rAn ..(1.ra r

-v. I n zhv A. Nebnno.th

!he Absen,,e 4 iegree
abl ore than evet hetore, 4 hdrzivt Le: &)tai ng on-
ioclety's gooi" jobs n the other hand, the jot,

ilarRet !qr lege graduate% ts less favorable than :t

once was College graduates are more plentiful, relative
(0 the demand for them, than they were before the late
1S60* .4f1A t" rting f rolleRe gra4atee now xceed the
.!.4rnings non-graduate' relatIvely ifts Ulan they
%Jc,Le

t;J:. 1:!iM4t1 '.1!.rfa !fldn atr:t)ne
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#igher,Education and the American Social tine!, and The Over-
educated American. He points 4Ut thSt :ant a century of vigorous
expansion, the "professionalimanagerial" share of the work force
leveled off in the seventies, although the number of college
graduates continued to increase. As a result, he argues, a "large
number of graduates who entered the market in the.1970s were forced
into jobs outside the professianal and mansigerial areas," and "many
graduates reported that they were emRIOyed in positions outside
their fields of study." The decline in emploxment opportunities for
college graduates led to lower Average incomei and a narrowing of the
earnings differential between college graduates end nongraduates.
According to Freeman, the average salary of 1,college graduate was 53
percent more than that of a high school graduate in 1968 and fell to
only 35 percent more in 1973. From this he concludes that the
proportion of high scho?1 graduates who are likely to enroll in
college will decline because for many of them "an- investment in
college will not be worthwhile." 11/

Freeman's viewpoint has been publicized widely, but it is flawed in
several important ways. While he used data on the starting salaries
of recent college graduates fot his-calculations, he failed to obtain
data on the earnings of recent high school. graduates. Instead he
used the average earnings of all full-time (including experienced)
workers as a substitute for the starting salaries of recent high
school graduates, and this is likely to overstate the upward trend in
their earnings.

Secondly, the average earnings of college graduates show a more rapid
and greater progression during their working lifetime than do those
of high school graduates. As a result, the earnings differential
which already favors college graduates normally widens with age.

Further Leonard A. Lecht observed that the prospect of workers being
unemployed decreases as their level of education increases. Freeman
did not adequately take into account the large and apparently
widening gap in unemployment between high school and college
graduates. The unemployment rates for college graduates twenty-four
years of age or under rose from ahout 2 percent in 1961 to
approximately 6 percent in 1975-76, but the rates for high school
graduates increased from about 6 percent to between 14 and 16 percent
in the same period. Lecht also suggests that college graduates may
be exposed to fewer occupational accidents and illnesses, an4 be
recipients of more generous fringe benefits. 12/

In short, while it is clear that a 7.5 percent return on the invest-
ment in a college education in the early-1970s was lower than the 11
to 13 percent return of the 1960s, toe evidence shows that for most
graduates it remains a sound investment in strictly financial terms.



Furthermore, although Freeman chooses not to emphasize the point, he
recognizes, as have Kenneth Deitch and..others, ,that the narrowed
income differential contains a cruel irony for many high schâol
graduates and others who chose not to enroll in hi her education. He
observes:

with 'i''-relative surplus of college graduaies,
opportunities for nongraduates to attain white-collar
positions appear to be diminishing. Between 1969 and
1974, college-trained' personnel became increasingly
important in several major occupations where high school
workers had traditionally predominated: sales and
managerial work for menr and sales and clerical jobs,for
women. Estimates ofthe possibilities of replacing high
school workers with college workers as the availability of
the latter increases and their wages decrease suggest tnat
this pattern will continue into theifuture. This is not to
say that alternatives to the college mime to *white collar
jobs do not exist, but merely that thesurplus of graduates
is likely to make it more difficult for,nongraduates to
compete for those jobs than in the past. 13/

To focus primarily upon the greater income to be derived from a
college education or the rate of return on investments, moreover, is
to ignore other individual benefits of higher education that accrue
directly to the recipient. These include personal enrichment,'
hedging against changes in technology that -render certain
occupational skills obsolete, and options regarding life style and
employment that are not as freplently available to the person with
less education. In 1976, among American youths between the ages of
sixteen and twenty-four who were not in school, 40.0 percent of the
school dropouts and high school graduates were unemployed, compared
to 7.1 percent of the#eollege graduates in the same,age bracket. In
addition to greater 'job security,' higher income, and a more
satisfying job, the college graduate is also likely to enjoy "greater
effectiveness as a consumer, gref.ter ability in allocating time as
well as money, direct enjoyment of the educational process and its
related activities, and lifetime enhancement of cultural and other
experiences." 14/ Although many of the benefits and these
seemingly intangible individual benefic.,, cannot be measured
precisely, they are notethelesi important.

Evaluating the benefits and costs of higher education is exceedingly
complex because the benefits of public higher education are not
enjoyed by the same .generition that pays the costs. As economist
Joseph Pechman of the Brookings Institution_.observed:

The effect of this,, type of intergenerational transfer
cannot be evaluated V-Y comparing the discounted benefits



of the futur generation of earners with Ache costs

incurred by the present generation of persons who pay the
taxes to create these benefics. 15/

Instead, the voters sad ,public officials must decide whether an
investment in higher education is desirable from a social point. of

This involves balancing the expected public benefits against
the costs. Then if the decision to invest in higher educaticm
continues to be affirmative, as it has been for more than a century
in California, the+ most decide how the costs should te alloCitted.

PUBLIC COSTS OF 'NIGHER EDUCATION

Almost twenty yearsHago; at t1"; *time the 1966 plaster Plan4-was
formulated, the California LegislatUre appropriated a total of
approximately $239 million for public higher education including
roughly $120 million for the University of California, $86 million
for the then State Colleges, and $27 miIlion.in State aid to the then
junior colleges. 16/ Since thatNt.ime the State's system of public
higher education has expanded significantly, the number of students
has increased dramatically, and the budgets have grown
correspondingly.

4

For the 1978-79 fiscal year, the Legislature appropriated in the
Budget Act and SB 154, which distributed the State's budget surplus,
a total of approximately $2,409,002,000 for public postsecondary
education_ This amount included $2,343,976,000 for current
opetations and $65,026,000 for capital outlay. The funds received by
the three segments were allocated as follows: The University of
California, $767 million or current operations and $24 million for
capital outlay; the Califrnia State University and Colleges, $691
million for current operations and $24 million for capital ouLlay;
Lad State support for Community Colleges, $817 million for current
operat.ions &nd $15' million for capital outlay. 17/

To place these amounts in their proper perspective several points
must be made. First, while State appropriations for public
postsecondary education increased from, approximately $239 million in
1959-60 to about $2.4 billion in 1978-79, the Size of the total State
budget increased in the same period from $2.1 billion to roughly
$19.2 billion, including the State budget surplus allocated in 1978-
79 under the provisions of SB 154.

Second, the amount of money allocated to the-three public segments
has increased greatly since 1959-60, but the proportion of the total
State budget devoted to their support has increased only slightly"
from 11.2 to 12.2 percent. Table 1, however, reveals that the
proportion of the State budget allocated to the segments for current

-9-



TABLE 1

STATE EXPENDITURES ON THE THREE SEGMENTS OF PUBLIC POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
FOR CURRENT OPERATIONS IN SELECTED YEARS BY AMOUNT AND AS A PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL STATE EXPENDITURES, 1959-1978

Budget
Year

Total State Budget
(leMillions
of Doflarsj

University
Current Operations
Amount Percent

State University
Current Operation§
Amount Percent

Community Colleges
Current Operations
Amount Percent

1959-60 $ 2,085,6 $ 99.4 4.8% $ 54.9 2.6% $ 27.0 1.3%

1960-61 525.4 121.3 4.8 68.5 2.7

1969-70 4,586.1 329.6 7.2 285.0 6.2

19 0-71 4,876.2 337.1 6.9 305.1

1971,- 4,982.6 337.1 6.8 318 7 6.4

1974-75 10,276.5 514.6 5.0 481.5 4.7 353.6 3.4

1975-76 11:452.4 585.5 5.1 538.0 4.7 414.3 3.6

1976-77 12,631.7 683.7 5.4 604.8 4.9 464.5 3.7

1977-78 15,014,0 737.5 4.9 672.5 4.5 544.0

1978-79, $19,200.01 $767.0 4.0% $691.0 3,6% $817.0 4.3%

Total State expenditures including $4.2 billion in State surplus funds distributed under the provisions
of SA 154.

Source of Data: Governor's Budget 1960-61 to 1979-80
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ope: :.ions has changed in important ways over the past twenty years,
and particularly in the last decade. Capital outlay requirements
have fluctuated in predictable ways as the need for new campuses and
facilities has changed. Consequently, the proportion of the State
budget devoted to current operations provides the best measure of
support. The percentage of the State's total expenditures devoted to
curreut operations at the University was lower in 1978-79 than when
the Master Plan was formulated in 1959. In fact, the University's
portion of the State's total expenditures, including the SB 154
funds, was 17.0 percent lower in 1978-79 than in 1959-60. Moreover,
the University's share of total expenditures has declined from 7.2
percent to.4.0 percent in the last ten years. The State University' s
share of General Fund revenues for current operations increased from
2.6 percent of the State's total expenditures in 1959-60 to 3.6
percent in 1978-79, but in the last decade that system's shire has
also'dropped markedly. Only the Community Colleges have received a
larger and larger percentage of the State's total budget to finance
their operations, but in the past -year their local revenues have
dropped dramatically as a result of Proposition 13. Consequently,
although their current-operations budget, as a percentage-of the
tota,l'State budget, has jumped more than threefold since 1959-60--
from 1.3 percent to 4.3 phrcent, thtir total budget haa not increased
between 1977-78 and 1979-80. 18/

Over the last two decades, the total operating and capital outlay
budgetsof the University and State University increased at a much
more raPid rate than the rate of growth in the level of State
support. In order to finance the full range of instructional,
research, and public service activities expected of modern
universities,'cie University in particular andsthe State University
to a lesser extent have sebured other sources of funding.. ladeed, as
Table 2 shows, State support as a.percentage ol the total budgets of
these two segments has declined substantially-. The University of
California and its'faculty are nationally and intginationally
recognized, and by the early-1960s they became recipients of major
federal grants for contract research. As a result, the State now
provides less than one-third of the funds in the UniverSity's total
budget.

Although the four-year segmeats are increasingly dependent uptin
external sources of funds to meet the costs of some of their current
operations, all three public segments depend primarily upon the
State for the funds needed for instructional. programs. These costs
include both the direct costs of instruction and a pro rata share of
the costs of libraries, maintenance of plant, and other
inititutional ser/ices. They do not include funds for organized
research or public ser7ice. According to the Coordinating Council's
1974 study, The*Cost of Instruction in California Public !Uglier
Education, State General Funds covered apprdximately 80 percent of



TABLE 2

STATE EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENTA6E OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES BY SEGMENT FOR SELECiED YEARS,

1957-58 TO 1978-79 (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

Current Operations

Budget
Year State

University
Amount of Funds

Total State %

State University
Amount of Funds

State Total State %

Community Colleges
Amount of Funds

State Total State %

1957-58

1959-60

1960-61

1964-65

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

1977-73

1978-79

$ 89.5

99.4

121.3

179.7

329.6

337.1

337.1

514.6

585.5

.

683.7

737.5

$767.0

$ 145.1

143.7

169 6

595.1

1,032.2

1,060.5

1,105.0

1,647.0

11_675.2

2,192.8

2,380.5

$2 478.5

61.7%

69.2

71.5

30.2

31.9

31.7

30.5

31.2

31.2

31.,2

31.0

30.9

$ 42.6
,.

54.9

68.5

115.6

285.0

305.1

318.7

481.5

538.0

604.8

672.5

$691.0

$ 54.5 .

56.0

70.0

120.3

356.9

383.8

408.8

689.7

775.3

879.6

955.0

$981.1

78.2%

98.0

97.5

96.1

798

79.5

78.0
.

69.8

69.4

68.8

70.4

, 70.42

,

$ 22.7

low .1m

40. IND

353.6

414/3

464.5

544.0

$817.0

$ 77.0

WIT

alNial

.141M

aim O.

1,009.5

1,148.8

1,274,6

1,402.3

$1,245.8

29.02

35.0

36.0

36.0

38,0

65.0%

Source of Data: Governor's Budget, 1958-59 to 1979-80. These figures are for actual expenditures, not
appropriations, as reported in the following year. budget.
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the total instructional costs in the University and about .93 percent
of those in the State University. The cnrrent percpntages probably
fall in the same range. More than half of the State support for the
Community Colleges is uled to pay for faculty salaries, but there are
still no comparable figures readily available on instructional costs
in the Community Colleges or on the State's share of those costs. 19/

What does it cost the State to provide instruction to full-time
students? The 1979-80 Governor's Budget supplies an answer to that
question for undergraduates at the University and State University,
but not for students at the Community Colleges. The pudget also
contains figures on instructional .costs for graduate students in the
two four-year segments, 'but those figures are not strictly
comparakle. While a comparison of average instructional costs for
all students would show a.higher average General Fund expenditure at
the University, even if high-cost health science progrask were
excluded, such a comparison would be meaningless. Table 3,
therefore, summarizes only the State General: Fund costs of
instruction for full-time undergraduates in the two senior segments.
20/

TABLE 3

STATE GENERAL FUND COST OF INSTRUCTION
PER FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STUDENT BY LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION

AND SEGMENT, 1977-78 AND 1978-79

Level of University State University
Instruction 1977-78 1978-79 1977-78 1978-79

$2,145 $2,205 $2,291 $2,359
$2,775 $2,820 $2,887 $2,972

Lower Division
Upper Division

Source of Data: 1979-80 Governor's Audget. Computations based on
data from pages 948, and 993.

The figures in Table 3 show the cost,to the public of educating an
undergraduate at the State's public four-year institutions. They
reveal that the State spends less in General Fund revenues for the
instruction of full7time undergraduates at the University than at
the State Univers*ty. This does not mean, however, that the total
cost of instruction for these students is lower at the University.
It simply means that the State's taxpayers' provide a larger
percentage of the total instructiofial costs and a slightly greater
amount of money for instruction per undesgraduate at the State
University.



Exact figures on the total Cost of iustrLction are not readily
available, but estimates can be made using data fromithe Governor's
Budgetthe Consumer Price Index an4 the 1974 Cost of Instruction
2t24y by the Coordinating Council for Higher Education. Assuming
that the ratio of State-funded costs of instruction to the total
costs of instruction in 1973-74 have remained the s4me, a reasonable
_estimate of the total cost of instruction per student can be made for
the University and *We University in 1977-78. This method appears

to provide a slightly better estimate than does projecting the 1973-
74 State and total costs forward, using the Consumer Price Index. 21/

TABLE 4

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST OF INSTRUCTION PER FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT STUDENT 8v LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION AND SEGMENT,

1977-78 AND 1978-79

Level of University State University
Instruction 1977-78 1978-79 1977-78 1978-79

Lower Division $2,745 $2,820 $2,475 $2,550

Upp(:r DivisiOn $3,550 $3,610 $3,12.0 $3,210

Soarce of Data: 19.79-80 G9vernor's 11.114get, pp. 948, 993. Com-

putations based on ratio of State general funded
cost of instruction to total cost of instruction
reported by Coordinatint Council of Higher
Education in, The Costs of Initruction in
California Public Higher Educ tion, 1974.

These figures reveal the expecced progression--with slightly higher
total costs of instruction at the University--but two points should
be noted. First, the differences between the University and State
University in total instructional costs at the undergraduate level
are not as great as the differences in the fees their ttudents pay.
Second, in assessing the cost to the public of providing
undergraduate instruction to California residents at public four-
year institutions, the cost figures in Table 3 sho-ild be used, not

those in Table 4.

The ability of the State to support public higher education depends
upon three factors: (1) the size of the stream of income from which
such support must be drawn; (2) the efficiency of the tax instruments
by which this support is realized; and (3) the willingness of
Californians to expend funds for this purpose. California ranked
fourth among the states in 1978-79 in terms of combined state-and
local appropriations for higher education on a per capita basis. It

should be noted, however, that California has one of the largest
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student populations of any state. Thus, while it ranks fourth in
combined expenditures per capita, it ranks niaeteeth in combined
expenditures ter higher education per full-tipe-equivelent student.
Most of its students attend public institutionsCalifornia ranks
thirty-seventh amon4 the states in terms of the percentage of ita
college and university .students enrolled in independent
institutions. Furthermore, California ranks near the tqp among all
states in per Capita income. When the states are rankedrin terms of
their combined state and local apprdOriations for higher education
per $1,000 of personal income, California dropped from fourth in
1977-78 to thirteenth ii 1978-79. Moreover, California public
higher education's share of the total State Budget has not increased
appreciably since 1960, except for a fig years almost a decade ago.
The major question confronting the State is not whether it ;an afford
to continue to provide adequate support for higher education, but
whether its residents and politicPt leaders are still prepared to do
so. 22/

INDIVIDWJ4 COSTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The financial ability of students and their families to contribute to
the cost of education should also be consider0 when evaluating
various methods for setting fees. Yet, before that can be done, it
is essential to, distinguish among various definitions of college
costs. One definition, as the Carnegie Commission points out,
defines individual cost as the tuition and fees Charged each student.
A second, defines cost as the out-of-pocket cost to the student or
his/her family, including tuition and fees, room and board, books and
supplies, and travel and other living costs which may be partially
offset by student financial aid. The third definitioa is based on
foregone incomethe wages or income given up by the student in order
to attend college. 23/

The view that tuition and fees constitute the major financial barrier
to a college education is most common in State budgetary discussions,
particularly where the level of tuition and related fees is

determined directly or indirectly by legislative policy and is seen
as affecting access to college. Certainly, this view has become
deeply ingrained in California, where tuition-free, low-cols.t public
higher education has long been regarded as a way to make higher
education democratically accessible and to provide trained manpower
for the State's economy. 21/

Indeed, the tuition-free principle can be traced back to the veey
origins of public higher education in California. SAction 14 of the
Organic Act of 1868 that established the University of California
stated:



For the time being, an admissien fee and rates of tnition,
such as the Board of Regents shell deem expedient, may be
required to each pupil, excapt as herein otherwise
provided; and'as soon as the income of the University shall
permit, admission and tuit:on shall be free td all

residents of ehe state. . 25/

Although the Oneversity would never become self-supporting as some
anticipated aod oehers wished, the Regents, abelished the teition
fees three months after the first students, arrived on campus in 1869.
The tuition-free principle was incorporated later into the 1879
State Constitutioc and survived unchanged in subsequent yea!Irs.
Indeed, for more than a, century the Beard of Regents generolly have
operated, in accordance with this pr:nciple, and the. State has
provided adequate' levels of f nancial seppert. 26/

The Trustees of the State University have alao operated on a similar
basis for the most part, although the Organic Act which established
the first State Normal School in San Francisco it 1862 provided in
Section 4, that "all persons may be instructed in said achool
tor such rates of tuition as the Board of Trusteea may deteria:ene."
27/ This statutory authorizatioe for tuition persisted long after
this first Normal Scheel was relocated arid became San Jose State
College. In fact, a "tuition fee existed in the State Colleges
between 1933 and 1953. While it was subsumed under the Materials and
aervices Fee in 1954, statutory recognition of the tu tion concept
continues to exist in the Education Code today. 28/

Reflecting upon the State's proud tradition of public higher
education, the authors of the 1960 Maseer Plan observed, "lligher
education in California is well regarded in the nation for the
quality of its programs and services and the broad range of
educational opportunities offered its students." Although they
recommended increases in the fees students peed for ancillary
services, the authors concluded, "The Survey Team believes that the
traditional policy of nearly a century of tuition-free higher
education is in the best interests of the State and should be
centinued." 29/ A recommendation to that effect wa 'Included in the

Master Plan and adopted by the Legislature.

The remarkable durabil ty of the tuition-free, low-test principle in
California cannot be attributed to a consensus of opinion on the
subject throughout the State's long history. The principle has
always had its critics, and during brief periods of financial
distress even some of its firmest supporters have wavered. For
example, chlriag the severe depression of the 1890s some members of
the University's Boerd of Regents recommended impelling tuition on
students. In both )895 and 1899, they were outvoted. The State
University's brief experience with tuition, moreover, coincided with



the $eioua distress and dislocations of tbe greet depressioa of the
1930s. In more recent years, the tuition-free principle came into
question after the defeat of 3 capital outlay bond issue for higher
education by the voters in 1968. Most recently, the subject w
reintroduced after the passage of Proposition 13. 30/

ne Commu ity Colleges were founded as an extension of the K-12
system on a tuttion-free basis and have been able to remain largely
"free schools." While the governing boards of both four-year
segmenta have attempted generally to adhere to the tqition-free
concept, each hAs developed fairly sizable student charges since
1960. These charges vary substantially between the University and
the State University, as Tables 5 and 6 reveal. There are also less
marked variations in charge* within each segment depending upon the
campus and the student's academic level. The differences in the
Registration Fee 4t. various University of California campuses are
likely to be temporary. la 1976, the Regents gave campus Chincellors
the option of requesting differential increases between 197'7-78 and
1979-80, "the total fee not to exceed $349 and $393 per year,
respectively." Two campuses reached the maximum fee level in 1918-
79, two more Will do so in 1979-80, and four others have requested
Increases for next year. It seems likely that the remaining fee
oifferentiiils will be narrowed, if not entirely eliminated, within
the next several years. 31/

other campus-by-campus differences in student charges stem from
variations in the fees studenta impose on themsk!ives to support a
variety of local activities. These variations are likely to continue
in both the Uaiversity- and the State University.

There is no question that tuition levels have a major effect on a
student's opportunity to obtain a college education. Economist
..!oseph Pechman of the Brookings Institution argues:

My own view ts that a system which provides tree, or aimoet
tre'e, access to a public institution of higher learning to
all qualified students is the simplest and the most
etfective method of insuring enrollment of qualified ponr
and near-poor students. 32/

Yet, at the same time, the view that tuition is the major bar ier is

a narrow one, because even to public institutions tuition represents
only a traction of the cost of education to the student.

The broader vt w that the financial barrier to coll. ge includes
tuition, required fees, and living costs. Ordinarily defined in
college catalogs as the estimated cost of attendance, these
represent the cost to the student and his family and Include tuition
and fres, room and board (eIther IlvIng at home, in a dormitory, or
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off campus), b4is and supplies; travel, and other livig expenses.
It is this measure of individual\cost vhich is also used in analyzing
the need for financial aid and a determining the amounts of grants,
work-study opportunities, and loan:sato be awarded through federal,
State,'and institutional student aid programs. 33/

There alp variations in "typical" student budgets. Costs for
students living away from home in dormitories or off oampus tend to
be higher in urban ares than in smaller towns or cities.
Undergraduates who reside at home while attending college generally
spend less than thos whorresidefin dormitories or off campus.
Indeed, one of the r sons the Master plan Survey Team recommended
the aiversion of lo er-division students from the them State
Colleges and the University to the "readily accessible junior
colleges" was "to protect family incomes by permitting more students
to live at home while attending college." This pattern of commuting
from hdme is most common at the Community Colleges, but it is also
widespread at the State University. ys/

All three'public segments also have large numbers of single students
living off campus, &wily from home. According-to guidelines printed
by the California Student Aid Commission, the total budget, or,

out-of-pocket cost, for such a student at a Community College would
average about $3,240. A similar student attending the State
University would spend an average of $3,475, largely because of the
higher student fees. At the University a single student living off
campus and away from home could expect to spend from $3,955 at Irvine
to $4,010 per year at Berkeley in 1978-Z9. 35/ For these students,
the differences in the cost of education among the public segments
can, for the most part, be explained by the differences in student
charges and in the cost of living in various communities throughout
the State. Furthermore, in all three segments, the major cost to the
student and his family in obtaining A college education is the
direct, out-of-pocket living expenses they must pay.

A third approach 66 the question of individual cost adopts a still
broader measure, which includes tuition,and required fees plus what
is called the.opportunity cost of college attendance--the wages or
income given up by virtue of attending college. This adtl.cost is
Lormally referred to as "foregone earnings." The Carnegie,
Commission in its study, Who pays? Who Benefits? Who Should.plei
explains:

Althotish "the inclusion of foregone income is appropriate
for 6ertain_types of analysis of College costs--and it is a
very real.cost to the student who must give up a job to
coMplete'college-.-for other types of considerations it may
not be relevant. For the typical parent who supports a son
or daughter through college, the choice may be between
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paying for college costs, or having the son or daushter
become an indepentillt-economic unit, Thus no intome to
these parents is foregone--they merely would be relieved
of subsistence costs if their child did not attend
college, and these tosts are already included in the
estimate of monetary outli6rs for college attendance.

"imilarly,, foregone income is not a major.factor in the
ishortrun calculations of costs for many students from
relatively afflnent families. In these cases, the

alternative to entering college may not be an immediate
job, but travel, public service, or, the enjoyment' of
leisure time in the final years of maturing into
adulthood- But for some students from low-income'or from
lower-middle-income families, foregone earnings are likely
to be viewed as a significant sacrifice . .. Thus when we
consider total economic costs, we find that the barriers
to college attendance for young people from low-income
families appear relatively more severe than in terms of
monetary outlays alone. 36/

The issue of foregone earnings cannot be ignored, but its

significance is the subject of continuing debate. Certainly for some
poor families who rely upon a son's or daughter's earnings, foregone
earnings um, represent so large a cost that it actually preverts the
prospective student from attending college. For many poor families,
as well as most middle-income and well-to-do families, however, the
question of foregone earnings is irrelevant. There are various
acceptable methods for calculating plausible dollar figures for
foregoue earnings, but theirruse is best confined to estimating the
private rate of return on an investment in a college education_ When
trying to determine the ppropriate balance-between the public cost
of providing higher education and the individual cost of securing
such'an education, the inclusion of foregone earnings in computing
indii,iduai cost is inappropriate. It is almost impossible to
determine for which families foregone earnings represent,a genuine
cost and for which it does not. Therefore, this study uses required
fees plus student living expenses as .the best estimate of the
individual ost of securing a public higher education.

In summary here are several aspects of the individual or private
cost of higher eduFation should be noted. Most California Community
Colleges charge ck% fees to regular students, and the statewide
average charge is less than ten dollars a year. The average charge
for i full-time undergraduate in the University is $724 a year, and
in the,State University, $205. Overtll; th%; required student fees
for California residents at the State's public institutions are
among the lowest in the nationa comparison that will be developed
more fully later. However, this is neither an accident nor an

8
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4 oversight. Required fees have been kept low for detades because of a
conscious decision be generations of State kolicy makers to do so:

Moreover, the individual cost of a college education includes more
than simply the required fees. In fact, the cost for California
residents this year will range from about $1,800 a year for-a
Community College student residing at home and commuting to school to
$4,515 a year for an undergraduate at the University of California at
Berkeley living away from home. These figures, and those cited
earlier for students in all three public segments whai.are living away
from home, make it clear that tbe student's investment in a college
education is substantial even under the State's existing "tuition-
free, low-cost" policy.

Several conclusions about the current relationihip between the
public and individual costs of higher education appear warranted,
even though there are obvious difficulties inherent in attempting to
quantify these costs with great precision. First, in both the
University and State Uniyersity the individual's share of the total
cc,st of an undergraduati education is significantly greater than the
public share or subsidy--$3,500 to $4,500 a year spent by the student
alii his or.her family versus $2,200 to $2,900 a year spent by the
State. The same is probably true'for graduate students in these two
segments, except for those in some professional programs in the,
health sciences at the University. Generalizations are a bit more
hazardous for the Community Colleges, but it appears that the cost to
the taxpayer to help provide a Community College education does not
exceedlthe cost to ..the student. Even with the larger number of
commuter students in that segment who live at home, there are even
more who work part time or full time and are also taxpayers. 37/

Finally, although all this information helps define the existing
relatiorwhip between the public and 1ndividual costs of higher
education, it does not resolve the ques ion of what the relationship
should be. That requires a look at how fees are currently set in
California and at the methods used in other states. It alsd requires
a careful assessment of the implications of adopting some other
approach to.setting student charges.



CHAPTER I I

METHODS OF SETTING STUDEN-FFEES

THE AUTHORITY TO SET STUDENT FEES IN CALIFORNIA

In the case of the University of.California, the 1879 Constitution
and the Revisions of 1918 gave to the Regents "full powers of
organization and governance," including the power to.set the, level of
sf.udent tuition and fees.- The Letiplature and Governor can influence
the Regents through budgit control language and through General-Fund
appropriations to the University. This happened in 1899 when
Governor Gage persuaded the.Regents to rescind 4 tuition fee they had
just approved, in 1970 when GovernOr Reagan "convincee the Regents
to raise student fees, and at other times. The Regents retain the
power tO make the final decision, but the Lexislature and the
Governor can, if they choose, severely limit tbe Regents'.options.

Tbe Trustees of the California State UniversitY and C911eges have the
right to set the level of student fees. However, -unlike the
University where tte revenues from student fees are retained by the
Regents, fee revenues frias State University students are considered
to be a part of the State General Fund. The authority to initiate a
fee proposal resiies with the Truktees, yet the Legislature would be
involved, as well, if any major changes were proposed.

The case of the California Community Colleges is different. Only the
Legislature has the power to set permissive fees and determine their
maximum levels for all State-funded operations, however, the local
governing boards can decide whether or not to impose such fees.
There are currently seventeen fees authorized by the Legislature
that Community Colleges can charge, but until recently most elected
to use local funds instead. Thus, While a local governing board can
decide not to impose a fee authorized by the Legislature or to charge
less than the maximum level authorized, it cannot impose any fee for
State-funded operations that the Legislature has not authorized.
Moreover, none of the currently authorizer1 fees in State-supported
courses are for instructional purposes. The 1oCal boards do retain
the authority to set fees for community services and other non-credit
courses which do not receive State support.

KINDS OF STUDENT FEES AND THEIR USE

,)

In post states, tuition refers to a charge levied on students to help
defray part of.the cost o Instruction and student services. In

California, the policy has been that student charges may be used for
purposes complementary to, but not a-part of, the- instructional.
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program. That is, student charges have helped to vay thetcost of
,student\services, but only rarely have they been used.to directly
fund idstructional programs. None of, the three pdbliC segments
currently charges tuition to students who are California residents
'except for those taking community service.or extension courses.
There is a tuition charge, howevir, for nonresident students at both
the University and the StateUniversityl Although waived for some
graduate students from other states, the nonresident tuition at the
University was $1,905 a' year in 1978-79 and will increase to $2,400
,in 1979-80., At the State University, the nonresident tuition chakge
was $1,710 this,past year, and will incxease to $1,800 this year.

At the University of California, students presently are charged a
Registration Fee, an Educational Fee, and AL variety of Student
Activity Fees. According to policies adopted by the Regents, income
from the Registration Fee "shall continue to be used fot services,,
other than student financial aid, which benefit the student and which
are' complementary to, but not a part of, the instructional program."
Until 1977-78, a small poitioti, of this fee income was spent on
instruction and depasitmental research laboratory costs, but at that'
timefthese activities wer2 shifted to General Fund support. A
por4on of the Registration Fee up to this past year alsosupported
the Cost of administering the University's student financial aid*
programs.; When the Sute refused to allow these costs bit be shifted
to General Fund suppbrt, the Regents decided 'to support thee
administration of student financial aid fromEducationai Fee income.
38/

The University's Educational Fee was established in 1970: Until
recently it was used primarily to finance capital outlay projects,
although it also helped support various operating programs. In 1976,

the Regents adopted the following policy, "Educational Feleincome
shall be used exclusively for support of student financial aid and
related programs." In 197d-79, the income from the Educational Fee,
along with balances carried over from prior years, provided $30.5
million for student financial aid, $1.9 million to fund student
affirmative action programs? and $4.9 million to cover the costs of
financial aid administration. In addition, $5.7 million in

Educational Fee revenues were used to partially offset budget cuts
imposed by the Legislature and Governor this past year. 39/

The University.also charges a variety of Student Activity Fees. The
individual campuses can levy such fees, up to the limits adopted by
the Regents, to help finance a large number of student programs,
student organizations-, and the facilities for student...activities.
Such fees vary from campus to campus, and the income from them is
retained by each campus to support its own distinctivi mixture of
student activiOes.
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In the State,University, there are two general kinds *flees students
are expected to pay: a Student Services Fee and Student Activity
Fees. The Student Services Pee, once called the Materials and
Services Fee, corresponds most climely to the Registration Fee at the
University. Its primary use is to support certain student services
such as counseling, testing, placement, housing, financial aid
administration (but, not student aid itself), the office of the Dean
of Students, and health services. A portion of the Student Services
Fee was once used to support instruction. Beginning in 1975,
however, the maxirm fee was held constant until the General Fund
"absorbed the full cost ofNAnstrictional supplies." Like the
University, the small amount ot-instructional support once provided
by Student Services Fees has been largely'phased out. Yet, unlike
the Univerfity, the State University's Student Service* Fee varies
depending upon whether a student takes more than six units or whether
he or she takes less. Furthermore, while the University retains the
income generated by all its fee charges, the State University
campuses retain only the income from their Student Activity Fees.
The income from the Student Services Fee is considered to be a part
of the State General Fund. 40/

The kinds of-student fees charged and their uses make California
somewhat exceptional. The tradition that students should not pay any
of the direct costs of instruction is a striking example, although in
many ways it is a natural legacy, of the State's long history of
tuition-free public higher education. It can be argued, however,
that since the major individual benefits students:secure from
higher education derive from the instruction they receive, students
should asume some of the responsibility to pay for a portion of the
cost. Although not necessarily compelling, there are valid
arguments for using student charges for the support of instructional
and student service expenditures, but not for the support of
sponsored research or for public service activities.

The second distinctive feature of California's current student fees
and their use involves the-use of a portion of those fees to provide
financial aid for othir students or to pay for the administration of
financial aid programs. While Washington and a few other states have
adopted similar measuris, this practice is philosophically difficult
to justify and widely questioned. In 1969, a report on student
charges by the Coordinating Council of Higher Education concluded
that the State should support Student financlal aid.' It argued:.

Equality of economic and social opportunity which may be
accomplished in part through equality of educational
opportunity, is the basis for the distribution of
financial aid to those students unable.to afford the cost
of education.. The provision of equal educational oppor-
tunity, which serves to redistribute wealth either among
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this or future generations, is usually cited as ono of the
legitimate justifications fdr government intervention in
higher education. Student finantial assistance is

directed largely to the social, as opposed to ppivate,
benefits of education. As a consequence, it may be argued
that the State rather than certain students and their
families, should support such an activity. 41/

Becanse.of tte considerable epsts involved, the State continues to
ignore the logic of sueh arguments. The resat is an embarrassing
situation. Students now provide the money for the administration of
student financial aid programs on University and State University
campuses. Moreover, at the UniVersity, students in 1978-79 provided
through the Educational Fee $30.5 million in student aid for their
fellow students_. In the same year, the State provided only $11.7
million in financial aid to University students. Current political
pressures on the State budget:making process may make the resolution
of this inequi-y impossible in the near future, but,the need for such
a change is clear. As the Carnegie Commission concluded in Who payl?
Who Benefits? Who Should P.21x?:

The basic responsibility for equalizing opportunity should
be carried as a public cost, and particularly at the
federal level, and not as a cost assessed against
individual institutions of higher education or against
other students. 42/

In summary, while the tradition of tuition-free, low-cost public
higher education is an old and enduring one in California, the
existing student fee policies and practices do not appear to be based
upon particularly consistent criteria. As one careful student of the
'subject observed:

The distinction between "tuition" and fees maynot even be
relevant. The relevant criterion would appear to he
whether or not an activity contribUtes to the private, as
oppojed to the social, returns associated with higher
education. Some portion of the private returns should-be
incorporated in the student charge. Whether the charge is
termed "tuition" or "fees" or "tuition and 'ees" does not
setts important. 43/

Since the public and individual benefits of higher education cannot
be measured against the public and individual costs with any pre-
cision, the most useful approach to trying to resolve this dilemma is
to examine other methods of setting student charges that have been or

.that might be used. At the'same time,.it is essential to remember
that student charges should not be determined in a vacuum. The goals
which the State hopes to achieve through its system of higher

3 3
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education may need to be' reassessed, -but those goals should be the
starting point for any evaluation of student charges.

OTHER METHODS FOR DETERMINING STUDENT CHIAGES

Among the major issues in determining the level of student charges
are the followini:

1. What share of the cost of education in each type of institution
should be borne by students through student charges?

2. What share of the cost should be borne by the other major
sources of finsncial support, especially by the general
taxpayer through State and local government support?

3. Should the share of the cost borne by each source be different
for tUfferent levels of education such as lower division, upper
division, and graduate?

Among the most commonly used methods of determining the appropriate
level of student charges are those based on the following: (1) a
predeterOmed percentage of the cost of instruction, (2) the level of
the student, (3) a comparison with charges at similar institutions in
other states, (4) the distinction between credit and noncredit
course work in Community Colleges, (5) differences in the future
earning potential of students with different majors, or (6)
projected budget shortfalls.

The Cost-of-Instruction Method

The cost-of-instruction method is currently used by Colorado,
Florida, Xansas, New Hampshire (nonresident students), Oregon,
Washington, and Wisconsin. Massachusetts is in the midst of tryi9g
to implement this approach for nonresident students, and a number of
other states are considering adopting it foz both resident and
nonresident students.

This method requires a precise specification of all the components Of
an institution's budget. At the very least, it should distinguish
between instructionally related costs and other costs, such as
research and public services. The computation of such costs should
include both the direct cost of instruction and a pro rata share of
the- costs tin' libraries, maintenance of plant, and other
institutional services. This requires fairly uniform accounting
procedures at all of a state's public institutions and some agreed-
upon procedures for assigning and computing costs. The required
consensus is invariably difficult to achieve, even in a state with
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only a few institutions of public hiGher education. The problem is
that even small technical adjustments in cost aCcounting procedures
can have immense financial implications, partirularly in large
systems.

0

As currently practiced, the cost-of-instruction method is really a
variety of different methods. Normally, the instructional. costs are
computed for different student levels. Sometimes .e distinction is

simply between undergraduates and graduate students. Florida, on
the other hand, computes general instructional costs for five
different student levels: (I) lower division undergraduate, (2)
tipper division undergraduate, (3) graduate level., exclusive of
thesis/dissertation, (4) gra4uate level thesis/dissertation,*and (5)
professional.

The percentage of instructional costs a student is expected to pay
varies among states. It often varies by the type of institution the
student attends, and almost always differs between residents and
nonresidents. For resident undergraduates in public fourmyear
institutions, Florida sets tuition charges at 30.0 percent of the
cost of instruction at each 'student level. Host other states use
fewer student levels in their computations and set tuition or fees in
their four-year institutions at 25.0 percent of cost. Washington,
which has one of the more careful and elaborate procedures for
determining costs, originally proposed using i 16.7 percent
instructional cost figure for its two-year colleges,.20.0 percent
for its state colleges, and 25.0 percent for its state universities.
After modification by the Legislature, fees at the state
universities were set at approximately 25.0 percent of the cost of
instruction, those at the state colleges were set at 80.0 percent .of
the university level, and those at the public community colleges were
set at 67.0 percent of the university level. Most of the states
using the cost-of-instruction method make some provision for the
schools themselves to set their student activity fees, although
'maximum limits are often established. 44/

Some states attempt to establish a connection between tuition or fee
charges and educational costs without making any rigorous analysis
of the cost of instruction. Such efforts norimaly involve an attempt
to separate direct and indirect instructional costs from other
expenses, but not always. Occasionally, the procedure involves
little more than dividing the institutioWs-tail appropriation by
the totai-nuaber of full-time-equivalent, students it has enrolled.
The deficiencies of this latter approach are obvious, even when an
institution does not operate a medical school., Fortunately, most of
the states have a better approach.

\

In I1linis, for example, the tuition rate at public four-year insti-
tutions varies from 25.8 to 31.2 percent of instructionarcosts. In

3 5
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Minnesota, the Migheriducation Coordinating Board recently app oved
a proposal to more nearly equalize the percentage of the cost of
instruction students pay at the state's different kinds of public
institutions. The .aim is to narrow current differences among the
State University System, the University of Minnesotl, the Community
College System, and Area Votational Technical Institutes, so that by
thit end of the 1979-81'hienniun, tuition revenue will cover not less
than 25.0 percent nor more than 30.0 percent of iastructional costs.
Tuition charges mill continue to,vary because instructional costs
vary among the state's different educational systems, but the
percentage of the costs of instruction students are expected to pay
in Minnesota will be more equitablk distributed. In Michigan,
students at community colleges are expected to provide 24.0 percent
of the revenues needed, but in the past the figure was as high as
33.0 percent. In that state's four-year institutions, students are
charged approximittely- 22.0 percent of the total costri.,-not just
instructionsl costs. In all these states, the computation of
educational costs lacks the precisionof Colorado, Washington, ands
few others. The same could be said of the techniques used in
California to determine the level of nonresident student charges at
the University and State University. 45/

Ideally, a cost-df-instruction policy would assess each student's
Charges as a function of the actual costs of his or her education.
in practice, however, separate tuition charges for each student
would create excessive administrative costs. Moreover, a cost-of-
instruction approach based on the student's major_or field of:study,
has other deficiencies. First, there is not always any clear-cut
relationship between the costs of instruction ins discipline and the
future earnings of its graduates. Although the connection say be
obvious for doctors in medical school, nursing provides an excellent
example of a high-cobt instructional program whose graduates do not
receive high wages. The adoption of a cost-of-instruction method
based on each student's major Would discriminate against students
who choose careers which offer low financial rewards, such as
teaching, the ministry, or homemaking. Such a system tends to
encourage students to choose high-cost fielis of instruction only
when those fields are likely to lead to,large monetary gains. TO
that extent, this particular approach to cost-of-instruction fee
schedules divorces the determination of student-fee levels from
decisions- abont-societyle-needs-and the-stateLs-geele and-objectives
for public higher education. 46/

In summary, the cost-of-instruction technique en be a fairly
objective method for determining student charges, although
determining the percentage of those costs the student should pay is
inherently arbitrary. One of the method's virtues is that it more
nearly relates student charges to one of the major individual
benefits students receive from higher education. Some argue that



basing charges.on an arbitrary percentage of an ever-increasing cost
does not adequately consider the ability of students .and their
families to pay. Others claim that this method would pit students
against faculty by appearing to tia faculty salary increases to
increases in student chartes Wb .e the latter argument is overly
simplified, both criticisms illturcrate potential problems. More-
over, if the determination of instructional cdsts is done casually or
crudely, the method has little to commend it. There is also the
question of timeliness: 'how often should these costs be recomputed
and in what manner? In states with large numbers of public
institutions,- such as California, even the task of developing
suitable accounting procedures and securing agreement on the
assignment of coats would be formidabli, to say the least. The cost-
of-instruction method seems to work Mg%t in those states with few
public postsecondary institutions. 47/

Base Charges on'the Level of Stud nt

Th s approach can be a variation o cost-of-instruction method,
but not all the states that employ it make careful cost calculations.
The Carnegie Commission aptly summarized the rationale for this
method when it stated, "We believe that tuitivn should be moire nearly
proportional to costs, rather than regressive against students at
the lower levels." 48/1.==.

The assumption underlying this approach is that sin*the cost of
educating students varies with their academic: level, th'

e

amount they
\'pay should reflect the difference. This does not mean NaL t the

students' share of instructional costs--the percentage of the-e-osts
they are expected to pay--should increase depending on their level.
It does mean that since instructional costs increase, the amount
students at advanced undergraduate or graduate levels are expected
to iity should increase. Some proponents of,this method argue that
keeping charges lower during the first two years of college
facilitates access to postsecondary education because it minimizes
some of the financial risks until students can sore accurately assess
the likelihood of their successfully completing a degree.

New York State requires students at the same level to pay
approximately the same charge whether they attend a two- or four-year
institution. At the same time, upper-division undergraduates are
expected to pay $150 a year more than lower-division students.
Michigan has a similar differential in its public: four-year
institUtions, with upper-division students charged $140 a year more

,... than lower-division students. On the other hand, community college`
students in that state, who are lower-division students too, are
charged only half as muCh as similar students in the four-,yeai
institutions, and there are also variations in charges among the
four-year institutions.



V
Most states, including California, have some differential in the
charges paid by undergraduate and graduate students. In mo-st cases"
however, the differencei are nominal and are not based om computed
differences in the cost of instruction. Many states also distinguish
between graduaXe and professionAl programa and **steles different
charges for students in medical or law school than for those in a
maater's or doctoral program. Florida, for'example,-distinguishls
among three different types of graduate-level students and
calculates costs and charges accordingly. In California, graduate
students in State University master's degro.e programs are chat:0d
the same amount as .undergraduates. GraduJte students at the'
University are charged $60 a year more thsn undergraduates, whether
they are working toward a master's, a Ph.D., a law degree, or
preparing to become a doctor, 49/

The Carnes e Commission rec...)mmended that tuition and fees be
determined separately for four different levels of studene: (1) the
Associate degree(2) Bachelor's and Master's, degrees, (3) the Ph.D.
degree, and (4) other advanced professional degrees. Whether this or
some other breakdown is teed, and whether charges are based an the
cost of instruction at ech level or ratios are used, this, approach
has some advantages. fl.t notably, it more strongly refIecta
conscious _policy decis ons about the goals and .educational
priorities of a state th n does the cost-of-instruction technique,
which is mechanical and b get based. 50/ t'

Base Charges on Comparisons with Si *iar 1 stitutions Elsewhere

Student charges irr pUblic postsecondary education vary widely by
te and by type of institution. ,For comparisons to be meaningful,

therefore, care muat be exercised to insure that the appropriate
states and institutions are being compared. In general, the level of
student charges in the public sector varies with the proportio4kof
students enrolled in the private sector. Except for Massachusetts
and the jpistrict of Columbia, public tuition and fees are
consistentiy higher in those states in which the private sector
relatively large and lower in those states in which it is relatively
small. This may reflect the effect of prices at public institutions
on the public-private tnrollment mix; or it may reveal iastead the
effect)) large private sector has on the proceis by which public
tuition is set4 or it say result from a combination of both. In any
event, the order_in_which,a_state!s institutions of higher edimstion
developed, and its history, traditions, and goals aie important
determinants of the kinds of public educational institutions a state
has and of its current student-charge levels, 511

The May 29, 1979, issue of The Chronicle of Hates Educatign provides
a useful point of departure for a national comparison because it re-

,
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porta the student chargea at over 1,800 concise* and universities
throughout the country. The average annual cost of tuition and fees
at pub.lic* tWo-year community colleges increased from $389 in 1977-
78 to $408 in 1978-79. The national average for student charges iv
public four-year institutions increased from $621 in 1977-78 to $651
in 1978-79. This year those charges are expected to itcrease to an
average of $680 per year, 52i

The usefulaes of these comparisons is limited, ho. ever. A careful
checkd'of the institutions lisEed revetia that many of the major
public universities are not included. Moreover, the averages
preteuted for four-year institutions do not differentiate between .
state colleges "and 'state universities . jinally, few state* have,
public, four-year college or ttniversity systems that can be Compared
appropriately with the University of California or the California
Itate University and Colleges.

The College Scholarship Strvice providA a more complete listing of
the pii;)lic two-year ann fout-year institutions in ,every state in its
publicaqon, Student 4'114:uses at tatammelta institutions, 1978-79

However, since very little can be learned by comparing student
charges at MeNeese State University in Louisiana or Minot State
Collego in North ilakota wi.th VC, Berkeley, or San Francisco State,
national averAgta or averagesntbr each state: serve, little purpose in
determining what student charges should be. Instead* the list of
com.carison institutions used in the Postsecondary Education
Commission's annual report on faculty salaries provides a more
appropriate basis. This- list makes it possible to compare student
charges in CaliFornia institutions with those at more nearly
arialtlgoas public colleges and universities in other state*. The

resuitst for the University 'of California's public compar;.-on
InstitiAtions are presented in Table 7. Those for the California
State Uhiver ty and Colleges' comparison Lritttutions are in Table
8. 531
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AfilLE 7

TUITION ANO FEES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
ANO ITS PUBLIC COMPARISON INSTITUTIONS

1977-78 ANO 1978-79

;nitl.tutton,
keildent oft 4SW Fees 40nresI4ent rovidm tmd Nolid

SOTAInffAla
Z. of WAnotit

3791:-Isk4t* 1791-4940 311.41.341 SL,24141#$4).

Champelim-Orean* ilk SAA t.,986 2.30
3. al Miellis4z!.

Ama #1:kar

u. of Wimareetn,
Madieee

u.

laxtele,

1,006 .*1,14i

/3*

LI66-1.30$

61.7

!ll

3,210.1,4*0

1.615

2,9e6

2.63*

AVEReat rra
02012.1304

UMTTIMMUM $873 1944 31,33 17,446

OtleCt Fat ttarr
Vc CoOVS13 $71.0 1h1.1 SZ.1.29

warphaftered ttguree AIX* tor lower diriston And upper divtaicon %rudest* weft the
Loixtmcleo then** deitereex twee 47 Level et nueest.,.

Stamm* af bout Stem' of lekehlettne Ceasoll for Pospeeendary- ituessimoe.''
unres ass. ged

"tr-t-toto Vie ammo 1
4A4, E.A.tla lry Commie. eta), to CitatIOR4

In 1977-78, three of the On.iverstty's comparison instItutions had
student chsrges that were higher than those at the University's most
expensive camp4s--Santa Barbera. The fourth institution had charges
slailar to the University's for resident undergraduates. For the
past academic year, however, the charges for resident undergraduates
at all four comparison institutions exceeded those. at tha
Onaversity. For nonresident rgraduaAes, oniy the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor and the niversity of Wisconsin et Madison
charged as much or more than the niversity of Califoraia,-. Compared
to the other four major, prestige public universities in the country,
the average student charges for resident undergraduates at the
University of California currently rang* from 11.0 to 41.0 percent
lower. However, the University's charges for hom.residint
undergraduates average 5.4 per.cent higher than their comparion
institutions, and the University's nonresident tuition sod fees
increasedfrom $2,629 to $3,124 this yeir. ,

. . \
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TABLE 8

TUITION AND FEES AT THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
AND THEIR PUBLIC COMPARISON INSTITUTIONS, 1977-78 AND '1978-79

29.ty.Elity_91.1.21E1.±9!

Bowling Green State
Illinois State University
Indiana State University
Iowa State University
Miami University (Ohio)
No. Illinois University
Portland State University
Southern Illinois University
SONY-Albany
SONY-Buffalo College
University of Colorado
University of Hawail-Manoa
University of Nevada-Reno
University of Oregon
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
VirginAa Polytechnic Institute

and State University
Wayne State University
Western Michigan University

AVERAGe FOR COMPARISON
INSTITUTIONS

AVERAGE FOR CSUC

Resident Tzlition and Fees Nonresident Tuition and Fees
1977-78 1978-79

$ 870 $ 945
704 _-

795 840

735 735

1,020 1,130
720 800
736 795

690 690
791-941* 791-941
791-941 791-941

BOO 845

478 478
660 690
740 789

748 838

627 790

1977-78 1978-79

$2,070 $2,145
1,704 --

1,650 1,785
4701 1,701
2,320 2,530

1,720 1,800
2,329 2,837

1,728. 1,728
1,2411,541
1,241-1,541

1 241-1,541
1,241-1,541

2,600 2,845

1,153 1 153
2,160 2,190
2,489 2,637

2,698 2,972

1,257 , 1,555

978-1,065 1,074-1,169 2 646-2,889 2,643-2,882

765 765 1,725 1,730

$ 772 $ 822** $1,947 $2,059**

$ 200 $ 205 $1,766 $1,915

*The hyphenated figures are for lower-division and upper-division students at institutions that
have different charges for the level of the student.

**Average based on seventeen rather than eighteen institutions because the figures for one was uot
available for 1978-79. This probably produces a very slight upward bias to the 1978-79 axerages.

Source of Data: State of Washington Council for Postsecondary Education, Tuition and/or Required
Fees (January 1979) and calls by Commission staff to each institutlon. .,1
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Table 8 reveals that theze is a much greater disparity between the
.student charges at the nineteen campuses of the Stets University
system and those at its eighteen comparison institutions. Ite least
expepsive of the comparison institutions charges resident students
more than three times as much as dons the most eXpensiVe State
University campus. For nonresident students, the differential is
much narrower. Nevertheless, the charges for residint students at
the State University are 75.1 percent lower than the average at the
compariton institutions, and for nonresident students 7.0 percent
lower. These differences are much more substantial than the ones
between the average University of California campus and its public
-comparison universities.

The California Com:unity Colleges also stand out as exceptions,
Table g summarizes the average student charges in selected states,
although there is often considerable local variation within each,

TABLE 9

AVERAGE RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT STUDENT CHARGES
FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN SELECTED STATES,

1977-78 and 197849

Residents Nonresidents
State 1977-78 1978-79 1977-78 1978-79

Arizona $121 $146 $1,594APM.M.

CALIFORNIA -0- -0- 500

Colorado 360 360 1,323

Flori 339 .11.mmm.375 780

Illinois 418 405 2 001

Michigan 436 464 729

New York 722 722 $1,394 1,394

Oregon

Texas

145

tomulm

381' 1,520

400120

Vashington 286 306 1,188

Source of Data: State of Washington Council for Postsecondary
Education, Tuition and/or RIluirlid Fees
(January 1979).



state. The figures for Colorado, Florida, Oregon, and Washingtcn are
particularly interesting because each of these states attempts to
base student charges on a predetermined percentage of the actual.
costs of instrliction. The siethod of conputation varies, as does the
percentage of inftructional costs students aresexpected to pay, but
in Most cases the average charge in these fdur states if
approximately $356 for residents,'or about $12 per credit unit'for a
full-time student. No state, aside from California, providei.free
community college education to its;residents 54/

Clearly, it is in the Community Colleges and t#e State,University
that California's pattern of student chargei differs mpft:,markedly
from that of other states. Table 10 provides a conven4ent.-stimmery of
these differences for states that contain UniversAy a /or:State
University comparison institutions or that are includ in-the
community college list in Table 9. The figures express t e average
student, charges at community cplieges and state colleges as a
percentage of the average charges at a state's major university
campus or campuses. The figuies are based on total tuition ,and fees
charged to resident undergraduates in 1978-79.

Table 10 reveals that it if'usually somewhat less expensive to attend
a state college than the major state university in the Jame state.
The range is normally quite narrow, however. Indeed, nowhere ,else iS

the cost differential between, a state college system and,a university
system as great as it is in California.. Of course, the-presence of a
tuition-free Communtty College system is a major factor, since State
University campuses are, the primary transfer poinA for Community'
College students. In most other states, average student charges in
the community colleges are about 33.0 to 45.0 percent of those at the
_major state university.

This latter point is quite revealing because it i lustrates sime of

the shortcomings inherent in the comparison method_ While the method
can determine whether differences exist between this state and
others with respect to student charges, it can neither explain why
these differences exist nor determine whether they should continue.
In short, the comparison method can help to determine what otheT
states are doing, but it cannot determine whether California could
better achieve its educational objectives by imitating the rest of
the country.
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TABLE 10

AVERAGE STUbENT CHARGES BY SEGMENT AS A
PERCENTAGE OF MIVERSITY CHARGES, 1978-79

State Colleges University
Amount Percent AmountState

Community Colleges
Anount Percent

Arizona $146 26

CALIFORNIA 7 1

Colorado 360, 43

Florida 375 53

Illinois .405 48

Indiana 807 93

Iowa

Michigan' 464 37

Minneseta 54,0 54

New .tork 722 81

Ohio 4do

Texas 120 32

Virginia 300 35

Washington 306 44

Wisconsin 678 83

$ 500

205

'sap

709

704

840

694

835

608

895*

1,019

348

934

618

761

91

28

69

100

83

96

92

67

61

100

104

92

110

90

94

$ 550

724

845

709

846

870

50

1,238*

994

895*

975

378

849

687

812

*This figure represents an average of the lower-division and upper -
division charges for resident undergraduates.

'Base Community College Charges on Credit/Noncredit Distinction

Charging stddents for noncredit, continuing education courses in the
Community Colleges while maintaining a no-fee or low-fee policy for
college transfer and vocational-training courses is another
possibility. Community service courses in California are already
required to be self supporting, although until last year they were
partially subsidized by permissive community service tax overrides
in some Community College districts. Making pomm900Xy service
courses entirely self supporting would place them on much the same
funding basis as extension courses in the University and State
Univers ty. In the Community Colleges, however, the distinctions
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among credit, noncredit, transfer, vocational, and communityservice
-courses have become blur7ed in recent years. Furthermore, some
districts such as San Frantisco, San Diegol and North Orange have

- exclusive jurisdiction over all adult education courses, while in
other districts'the 1c-12 system offe,Fs-alI such courses. To initiate
and administer a student charge system based on fuzzy distAinctions
would lead to seriods inequities if it were not preceded by other
changes.

Base Student Charges on the Future EarningS of the StUdent

If the rationale for a tuition policy is based in large part on the
future earnings prospects of college graduates,dt might also appear
desirable to establish differential charges that recognize
differences in Oiture earnings. To be implemented, this-method would
first require an elaborate compilation .of the future earnings
potential of a wide variety of occupations. While this approach
might be more equitable in theory than the flat-rate approaches
mentiohed earlier, it is not without its serious shortcomings.
First, and most fundamental, it is impossible to adcurately forecast
the earnings potential qf the staggering array of occupations that
make up the modern economy. Second, even if the future earnings of a
wide variety of occupations could be4forecast, this method divorces
what a student is asked to pay from what he or she is,able to pay.
Further, basing current charges on students' future earnings
potential ignores the fact that many students do not decide on a
major until their junior year or later. It also ignores the fact
that there is not always a clear connection between students' majors
and their future careers. If implemented, it would probably be
subject to the kinds of manipulation and deceptive choices of
"majors" that have- characterized undergraduates at Cornell
University for years. 55/

Today the extent to which a college,education insures higher future
earnings is being debated. College graduates 4' a number of
occupations apparently earn less than some uni, .-ed workers in
industry and in certain skilled trades. Other college graduates
clearly earn more than most nongraduates. If a state wants to try to
recapture some of the costs of providing college instruction by a
method that accurately and more equitably reflects the actual
increased earnings of many of its graduates, then refinements in its
income tax system are probaOlya fairer way to achieve this goal.
Furthermore, the graduated income tax, unlike a system of graduated
tuition or fees, would not penalize those students who majored in
subjects that led t less renumerative, yet socially desirable,
careers.
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Base Student Charges on the Anticipated Deficits in Segmental
Budgets

This approach has little to recommend it, but it is soMetimes used.
It would establish an unhealthy precedent by divorcing student
charges from either the quality of inst.ruction offere4 or its cost.
A. major loss in operating revenue by any segment* such 411* Pt& one
possibly facing California's Community Colleges after Proposition
13, Would require substantial increases in stbdent charges even
though the "cosi ofsinstruction" remained unchanged. The same is
true of the budgetary cuts imposed on the University and State.
University during the peat year and adopted for this year. ,.An
increase in student charges to offset these budget reductions would,
in effect, "tax" the students for General Fund revenue by indirectly
forcing the imposition of a higher-charge to compensate for the lower
State appropriations. Moreover, student charges d be increased
at the very time that the educational services the st ent was paying

for were cut. Unlike some of the other methods fonvdetermining
student charges discussed earlier, this approach h s 'little to

recommend it beyond simple expediency. 56/
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CHAPTER III

THE EFFECTS OF STUDENT CHARGES ON ENROLLMENT AND REVENUE

Thus far, this report has assessed the social and individual benefits
of publie higher education and examined the social and individual
costs. It has reviewed the current level., of student_charges in the
three public segments, described the ways income from them is used,
and evallated a number of alternative methods for determiting
student charges. This, however, is only half the story.

Any satisfactory answer to the question of ingreasing student
charges requires a careful assessment of the impact changes would
have. This raises a whole host of additional questions. What level
of student charges is most reasonable? What impact would different
fee levels have on student participation rates? What impact would
different fee levels have on the access of various minority and low-
income 'groups to public postsecondary education? How would an
increase in student charges affect full-time students? Part-time

students? Undergraduates? Graduate students? Professional school
students? How would different fee levels affect the distribution of
enrollments among the public segments? Between the public and
independent segmests? What provisions would need. to be made to
increase financial aid if student charges were increased? What

sources of additional aid would be available? Hew large an
enrollment drop would be likely if new charges were imposed and
additional aid were not made available? What methods might be used
to determine student charges? Finally, what would the implications
be of adopting any of the alternative methods for setting fees?

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON THE IMPACT OF PRICE ON ENROLMENT

What follow is a brief, nontechnical review of existing empirical
studies on the impact of price on the demand for higher.eaucation.
It is designed to provide ;readers with a kind of illhormed

skepticism--that is, leaving them with neither "a blind and
unwarranted faith'in the accuracy of the numbers nor . an equally

uninformed disbelief in then." 57/ The discussion will attempt to
convey the strengths and limitations of the data and methods used in
these studies, as well es to summarize their findings.

Most of the studies that examine the effects of price on student
enrollment decisions follow the standard econometric practice of
attempting to determine the reasons why students decide to enroll
where they do on the basis of information about where they actually
enroll. A few of these studies, including a questionnaire used by
the California Student Aid Commission, used the straightforward
technique of asking students what they would do if prices changed.
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Of course, it is difficult to know how honestly students answer Mich
questions, or whether they themselves know how they would actually
respond. 58/

A report hy Richard Ostheimer in 1953 for the Commisaion on Financing
Higher Edication contained what was probably the first conometric
study of thi demand for higher education. The study estimated the
effect on college enrollment of tuition, family income, educational
baCkground, and the proximity ot.colleges and universities. Mostof
the early work on enrollment demand was based on aggregate enrollment
data collected by the federal government. These early studies
usually examined either enrollment variations across states in a
single year or for the country as a whole overtime. Theobject was
"to try to determine how much of the observed enrollment variation
could be accounted for statistically by variations in tuition rates
and how much by other measukable factors such as income levels." -.

was assumed that statistical correlations between price and
enrollment stemmed frowthe effect of price on enrollment decisions,
and that such correlations would therefore "show how the average
student would respond to a change in tuition" or price. 59/

In the last few years, the focus has shifted from aggregate data to
data on individual students, and the studies have become more
sophisticated. These include 4 netionwide study of access by
John Bishop, and several Atudies by Stephen Hoensckwhich focused on
enrollment demand at certain public institutions. The primary
emphasis was still on the effect of price on a student's decision
tlhether to attend college or 'not. Although relying on individual
student data, -.lie focus of these studies was still on access, not on
which institutions students chose to attend and why. 60/

Two well-known studies completed in 1974 investigated the question
of student choice using the same kinds of data. The first of these
was Roy Radner and Leonard Miller's study for the Carnegie Commis-
sion, Demand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education. The second was
Meir G. Kohn, Charles F. Manski, and David S. /guilders study for the
Rand Corporation with the forbidding title, "An Empirical
Investigation of Factors Which Influence College Going
Behavior." 61/

The basic,methodology in these studies of student choice can be
summarized as follows:

The studies first try to impute to each student in a sample
of students a set of available college-going alternatives,
taking intoraccount location, academic ability, and the
like. They then gather information about the
characteristics of the colleges available to the various
students (their cost, seiectivity, and so forth) and
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background characteristics of\ that studenis end their
families. A statistical tech4que called conditional
logit analysis is the? used ',to infer low the
characteristics of the collegee, and the students
interacted to produce the net of' college choices the
students actually made. In effect, computer tries out
alternative weighting schemes for the actors impiagtng on'
the decision process (cost, quality; f1aily income), and
selects the scheme that best accounts or the.decisions
the students made. 62/

Although these particular theoretical mode's provide the most
complete,picture yet of the student...choice proc s and have greet
promise, they also have certain shortcoMings.. The data demands are
enormous and do not come near heing-met. The colt of a conditional-
logit computer ran is much greater than the sore widely used
multiple-regression technique. Finally, in, order o make the
computations manageable, numerous aasumptionz about nature of
the student-choice process *wt. be introduced a prio. It is
therefore tempting but dangeroua "to interpret as eupirical findings
relationships that are in fact built into the model a prior*--Auch
as . lower price responsiveness among higher income groups." Of
course, if the underlying assumptions are correct, and most sees
quite plausible, such models can provide a remarkably comprehensive
picture of student demand. 63/

1-4-**latt"

Before summarizing the findings of these studies one final
cautionary note is necessary. Student charges are Tilly one of the
factors that determine who goes to college, and.they are by.no means
the moct important. Studies that incorporate sociological,
educational, and economic variables place the importance of cost
variations in a somewhat different perspective. IThe intellectual
ability of individuals, their socioeconomic charicteristics, their
schooling, and that of their,parents, have stronger effects on the
probability of attending college than costs or financial aid, but, of
course, these variables are less easily altered by educators or
legislators. Furthermore, the ability of educators to Achieve
educational or social goals through higher education islimited by
the variables that they are able to influence. 64/

A

Summary of Findings in Empirical Studies

The one universal finding from these studies is that price does
affect access. Every single study finds a significant negative
relationship between the net iprice faced by students and their
probability of attending college. On the question of to what extent
enrollment would increase if charges were lowered, or to what extent
it would decline if they were raised, there is much less agreement.
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Translating the results of these demand-studies into a eamon,
comparable format requires standardizing the 'Coefficients for
average family income, the average cost of islucationt agei-apecific
participation rates, and changes in the Consumer Price Index. This
was done in 1974 by Gregory Jackson and George Weatherebi, wbot at
that tine, offered a "ballpark" estimate'if a 2.5 percent chew in
enrollment for every $100 change in higher education-prices. In the
same year, Michael McPherson reformulated ,s!g. revised Jackson sod
Weathersby's work. He concluded that a $100 decrease in tuition
occurring at all colleges-simultaneousIy would lead to-about a 1.0
percentage-point increase in the enrollment rate of eighteen- to .

twenty-four year-olds. Since approximately ono-third of this age
group is enrolled in postsecondary educational institutions
nationally, this is equivalent to a 1.0 pereent.intresse in
enrollment. The conclusions of the two studies-are actually quit*
similar. The 1.0 percentage-point, or 3,0 percent, figure is widely
accepted as the best estimate of the effect of a $100 decrease on
public institution enrollments, although the estimate needs to be
adjusted for changes in the Consumer Price Index since 1974. 65/

Because of both its breadth and its simplicity, however, this
generalization is dangerous. It obscures important distinctions
critical to this analysis. Clearly, the impact of price changes is
not the same for all students at all institutions. First, as might
be expected, one of the consistent findings in most studies is that
individuals from Isw-income families are more affected by price
changes than are individuals from high-income families. Second,
students of higher ability are less sensitive to changes in cost than
other students.. Third, the impact of a $100 increase in costs at an
inexpensive school is much greater than it is at a high-tuition
institution. Stated differently, the price response is different in
independent institutions than in public ones, and it may vary among
public institutions as well. Fourth, price changes in public
institutions, or in any group of institutions for that matter, could
lead to enrollment shifts between instituticins--between the public
and indepehderlt sectors or between segments within the public
sphere. All these variables need to be incorporated into any model
that attempts to assess the impact of price changes on
enrollment. 66/

Aitse4Ti0Na UNDERLYING THIS REPORT

In developing this report, certain general assumptions were made.
These assumptions are enumerated here to clarify the alternatives
being tested, and irrJude both basic assumptions and possible
options.

0 1
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The delineation of functions for eaChIpnblic led
in the 19456 Waster Plan for gishet-Ethrestlon would co 4 e and
these functions would be maintained.

While the models can approximate the impact on enrollment and
enrollment-driven budgets:, they cannot assess the possible
impact on the quality of acadeaic programs.

All three segments of public higher education would be
considered together and the impact of any proposal on every
segment would be weighed.

The existing access to public higher *ducat on should not be
diminished as a consequence of any changes in student charies

Providing financial aid for needy students is a public
responsibility. That is, the additional financial aid Ands
needed would come from the State and federal governments, not
from other students and their families.

insofar as ossibles any increase id student charges should not
produce sinificant enrollment -shifts among the public
segments.

Any increase in undergraduate charges at the University would
continue tbe existing flat rate which encourages tudents in
that segment to pursue full-time studies.

Any inc--ase in student charges at the State University would
take int, account the existing differential in fees chsrged
students tJtking more than six units and those chhrged students
taking less.

(-11,

Any student charges imposed on part- ime students in the
Community Colleges would be based on some proportion of their
credit load in rflation to the credit load carried by full-time
students.

DEVELOPING A MODEL

in order to assess the enrollment effects and the revenue
impliCations of various student-charge options, a model was
developed that could be applied to public higher education in
California. The model distintuishts between resident and
nonresident students at all academic levels in each segment. It

distinguisaes between full-time and part-time students in all
segments, and between undergraduates and graduate students in the
four-year segments. The model adjusts for differences in the price
responsiveness of students from families with different income
levels by iising different tuition-elasticities for low-, middle-.
and high-income groups. It recognizes possible differences in
charges between part-time and full-time students and differences in

,144&*42,65: 1411041e
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thclir ligibility far ',financial aid. Xt. *amine, On 4010114
finenciel aid prostiims,laandtit'tbe Cal Great proggawas. tha
Middle Incase Sthdent,Assistsace Act (213344), aad tbair postible

impact on net price c4anges, but it does not assums,there necessarily

would be any other automatic increases in the',00Pont of student'mid
available. It attempts to differentiate -bitweea attrition sad

segmental shifts in enrollment rinally, the:model. reflects thm.

difflrent kinds and, combinations of students present in each of the

public seseents in its. ossesseent of the possible enrollment
implications of different student charges.

limy of these, same distinction' a..74 also used in knalysink the

posstble revenue implications of various levels of,student Charges.
For each option tested, it assumes that no additional financial aid

would be made available fres tae State and federal governments:beyond
that Basic tducation'Opportunity Orsini (WOG)) as 'edified by NISAA,

for those who are or would be elisiblev and the added assistance
current Cal Great reeipi ts would receive,

Specific Components of the Mod41 to Assess Enrollment Eff.ts

1. The Tuition Elasticity of Enrollment Demend

Tuition elasticity is defined 40 the percent change in enrollment

produced try a 1.0 percent change in net price. It is this measure

that enables us to apply the findings from national studies to the

diatinctive price and enrollment characteristics of Californie

publ!.c higher education. Evaluating the impact 'of different price
levels on enrollments lam different kinds of institutions depends on
the uae of this measure. The aldel uses the tuition-elasticity
conceps,..torAsstssing the enrollment Impact on the Ualirersity and

State nua,vo rsity .*
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Became. stiadent ti.lrges to. ths Community.Colltges ere, essintieily
zero, and because the results of dividing any equation by,zero are
undefined, a different kind of situation vas requAred_ for that,
segment.

The reader does not hive to upderstand Any of ths fogiales in,the
model in order to comprehend the assessments of varioualLoptiona..that
are made later. Tba formulas are provided only for those.who art
interested in the specific ways ta which the computatioas are
made. 671

I. The Effect of Family Incase on Tuiti n Elasticity

3ost of the studies discussed earlier conclude that studen
respousiveaess to changes in student charts: varies depending up n
family-incomS leVel. While not all studies agree on the sagaitude of
those variattons, tit appears that low-iocome ttudents are
approximately twice'is price responsive as middle-incdne studeqts.
High-income atudents are about twp;-thirds as responsive as middle-
incoee atudeots. 68/ -Therefore, the following coefficients of
tuition elzitticity are utilized to the eodel:

TABLE 11

TU1t1004LASTICITY COEFFICIENTS I C E LEVEL

IFICone 'f lent1*.r

104W incodie $121000) .."0.417

Middle Income ($12,000-S24.999) -0.218

High Income ($175.000 sod Above) -0.144

Souref Family Income Information For Each Segaent

the data oo (amily-incoee are takep from the 1975 Student Resource
Survey published by thl Californas Student Aid Commission. The
information is several year, old, but more recent data ate not
available, Furthermore, while the sampling techniques used for
State University students and for full-time Community College
students could have been improved, AO better or more accurate
information on this subject ixists at the present time.' Indeed,
after adjusting the results of 3A earlier Student Aid Commission
survey (1972) for changes thi Conauex.r Price Index, the results of
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the teo surveye are comparable. This suggests either that a
consistent bias exists in these two different survey!' or that the
surveys are reasonably accurate. This report adopted the latter
conclusion. It uaed the 1975 family-income data as the best
approximation available or the actual income distribution within
each segment, and adjusted the figures for changes Lei the Consumer
Price Index between December 1974 and December 1978. The results are
summarized tn the following table 69/

Income eve+

TABLE 12

PERCENTAGE DISTRINUTION OF UNDERGRADUATES BY
FAMILY INCOME LEVEL AND BY SEGMENT, 1978.

Low income
(Under $12,000)

Middle Income
($12,100-$24,9q9)

Mnatt litY

16.7%

}hgh Income 46.0
( 25,000 and Above)

!testi Income

nedian Income

$21,965

$23 500

State Community

all=11IX CcIltvs*

31.2% 38.4%

42.5 38.0

26.3 2 .

$18,530

$17,000

$1: 095

$15,500

*Rased on ful time stuAltenta only.

Source of Data: California Student Aid Commisslon, Student Re-
source Survey, No. 2 (August 1976), p. 35.

Figures adjusted for C.P,I. changes between
December 1974 and December 1978.

Di inction Between Resident and Nonresident Student in the

University and State University

Nonresident, or out-of-stste, students are chsrged the same fees as
other students plue a nonresident tuition fee. In the University,
non'resident tuition increased from $1,905 per year in 1978-79 to
$2,400 this% year. In the State University, nonresident tuition
increasedjrom $1,710- last year to $1,800 this year. Any increase in
charges for resident students would be added to the increases already
adopted for nonresident students. Consequently, since both the
-.1irrent vnarge and the size of any future increase would vary between



resident and nonresident students, the enrollment effects of such a
change would also vary:

5. Distinctions Between Full-t4me and Part-time Students For Fee
Purpose]:

As noted earlier, it is assumed that any increase tn student Charget
in the University would, not vary between full and pert-time
students. It is also assumed that any increase in the State
University would reflect the existing distinction in charges. In
other words, students taking six or fewer units would be charged
approximately 80.0 percent of what students taking more than six
units are charged. It is als* assumed that Community CnlIege
students, woul4 be charged on some. basis that recognized. the Large
number orpart-time students in that segment. The model therefore
assumez that Community College students taking six or fewer units
would be. charged 60.0 percent of what those taking more than six
units are charged. Of course, in all three segments the net price
increase faced by students alsn depends on differences in aid
eligibil ty betwien full- and pert-time students,

Middle Incme Student ASSIStAtict Act (MlSAA) and Eligibility
'Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BBOG)

Over the last decade the federal governme. nt has dramatically
increased its commitment ,to provide student finencial aid. The most
recent action was the passapt of the Middle Income Student Assistance
Act, which takes effect this year. In an'e.qort to provide financial
assistance to students froal middle-income families, as well as, aid to
those from low-income families, Congress modified the way parental
assets were treated and changed the basis for computing the standard
parental contribution. The result WAS to raise the family-income
ceiling for aid eligibility. Last year, fox example, it was rare for
a dependent student from a family of four to receive a BEOG grant if
his or ber parents taxable income exceeded $15,000 per year. This

year under the MISAA, similar students from, families with annual
incomes, of up to $25,000 could be eligible tor at least a minimum
OEOG grant of $200.

The situation is different for part-time widergraduate students from
these same income groups. First, those students taking fewer than
six units per term are not eligible for financial aid no matter how
low their family income. Second1 those taking from six to eleven
units are eligible, in theory, for a fraction of what full-time
students with comparable family incomes receive. In practice,
however, the percentage of part-time undergraduates receiving any
BEOG funds has been quite limited.



Congress attempted to provide sufficient funds to raise the amount of
the eaximui BE00 grant fibs $1,600 to $1,800, or one-half of the cost
of attendance, whichever is less. Congress also attempted to
liberalize,the provisions of the law affecting full- and part-time
independent .(self-supporting) students, but several complications
make it unlikely that the independent-student provisions will be
implemented this year. 70/

If student charges, were increazed, the additional financiaX need
created would only be partially offset by an increase in BEOG funds.
Indeed, even under optimum conditions, the State could not expect
that any more than one-half of the additional financial need of full-
time students from low-income families, would be offset. by BEOG
'monies, even with full funding of the program. Due to the recent
changes in the law, however, most full.-time students from middle-
income families will become eligible for a BEOG grant for the first
time in the 1978-79 academic year. For many of them, this will have
the effect of offsetting almost the entire amount of any increase of
up to $.200. Nevertheless, ia subseqvent years, the size of the BEOG
grants that most middle-income students would receive would not
increase if charges were increased. Moreover, students from high-
income families would have to pay the entire amount of any increase.
themselves. Most part-time students, regardless ol their family's
income, and most independent students could not count.= much, if
any, additional financial aid. 71/

The models used tn thts study were designed to take all these factors
int,o consideration in order to determine the net cost increases that
cliff rent kiads of students would face if eharges were raised.

California State Biudent Aid ograms and. Current Cal Grant A
and Cal Grant B Recipients

The current Col Grant A and Cal Grant B programs administered tiy the
Studemt Aid Ct=aission 4slist students in both public and
independent institutions. The number of awards is fixed by statute,
and this model 'assumes that only current recipients could count on
aid from this source in the event of an increase in student charges.
Cal Grant A recipients, including those who are among the Community
College reserve winners, would have the entire amount of any fee
increase offset by- the State. New Cal Grant B winners, however, do
not receive any money- from the State during their first year to cover
student charges. Since most of these students are from
disadvantaged, low-incomi families, they would probably qualify to
have approximately one-half of any fee increase covered by a BEOG
grant during their first year and the entire *mount covered by the
State after that. Table 13 shows the numbet;'-of C)1 Grant A and Cal
Grant B reclpients curtently enrolled in each of the p'tblic segmenta.



The figures are broken down by family-income level. Horepver, the
figures for Cal Grant B indicate the number of recipients who would
have a fee increase offset by their grant and the number who would
Dot.

TABLE 13

CURRENT CAL GRANT A AND CAt GRANT 8 RECIPIENTS
BY FAMILY INCOME AND SEGMENT, 1978-79.

CAL GRANT A

Income niversity ' CSUC
Level Number Percent Number Percent

CCC
Number Percent

Under $12,000 3,536 29.43% 3,076 36.31% 3 688 100.00%

$12,000-$24,999 7,432 61.85 4,973 58.71 -0- 0.00
$25,000 and up 1 048 8.72 422 4.98 -0- 0.00
TOTAL 12,016 8,471 3,488

Under $12,000
$12,000-$24,S99 42

$25,000 and up -0-

TOTAL ELIGIBLE 2,442
TOTAL RECIPIENTS 3,427

CAL GRANT B

400 98.30% 3,592 97.00%
1.70 111 3.00
0.00 -0- 0.00

1703
5,521

3,658 98,50%
56
-0- 0.00

3,714
7,805

Source of Osta: California Student Aid Coission, Coissio n
Agenda (October 9 9), Also based on
conversations between California Postsecondary
Education Commission staff and Don Hills,
Research Director, California Student Aid
Commission.

The Connunity College Case

Estimates of the enrolLment impact of Increased student charges in
the Community Colleges are subject to a much higher degree of
uncertainty than those for the public four-year segments. Both the
undergraduate-graduate and the res'. eat distinctions are
largely irrelevant in this se eut. Data ou income distribution
exist only for full-time studints. Almost all the national studies
of the price responsiveness of students locus on traditional
undergraduates between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four. The
existing evidence suggests, moreover, that older students are more
price responsive than younger ones, and that low-ability students



are more price responsive than high-ability students. Finally, the
current tuition-free status of California's Community Colleges makes
projections based upon tuition-elasticity coefficients impossible to
compute. Therefore, an alternative techniqueemfor estimating the
enrollment effects of changes in student charges has been used. A

brief summary of the methodology is provided in Appendix A of this
report because it is too complicated to describe in the text. 72/

Specific Components of the Model to Assess Revenue Effects

There are four components to the. revenue model: (1) thee gross
revenues derived from higher fees, (2) the net revouss derived from
higher fees, (3) the added costs to the State of funding current Cal
Grant A and Cal Grant B recipients, and (1) the additional BEOG funds
that increased student Charges would bring into rhe State.

Estimating the Gross Revenue That Would Be Derived From In-
creased Student Charges

The computation of the gross revenue generated,im each segment by an
increase ta student. Charges involved not only multiplyiag the amount
of the increase by the number of the students remaining t,) pay it,
but subracting the amount of the current Charges paid by those
students who leave because of the increased charges.*

Por example. the modditional gross revenue generated in Oneh segment by $100 inerOnn in etu-
4I? cher**, ten be calculated from eh, followine toraulesz

RUE
$100(5-r) 3595(2 -t ') S724(2') $2,629(Enr

ar Ur

$100(t t
f
I) +. $80(5 -t ) + 3190(t -t ') - $205(t $175(2 ,915(t

P P ur yr or

Rccc SiNgt -t ') $60(t -t ')
P P A

Qhere:

P. The additional gross revenue generated it the eament desiguated b the subecript.

E - The resident undergraduate emrollemt In the University regardless of credit load.

E' The resident undergraduate student. Lu the University Ms would Imo. became of en
increase in student charge..

Tbe amber of toureeideat undergraduate 'turndowns currently strolled In that public

001808t.

Tbe amber of senreeldent undergraduate studemts Ma could leave became of tbe in-
crease in student charm*.

The number of resident Ondergradustes taking mare then six Unita of course wOrk per

term.

Ma numbsT of resident undstitsdsates tsklng sots then six units of course vark parr
tare who would leave tecauat of the Increase In student charms.

The umber of resident undereraduate students taking six units or lees Per COI*

The amber of resident undergraduate students taking *is units or less pet term who
would leave 'because of the Lacreee. in student charms.



2. Estimating The Net Revenues Generated By Increased Student
Charges

The gross revenue projections developed in the preceding section do
not represent the amount of additional revenue each segment would
have at its disposal even if all the funds from increased student
charges were allocated to the segments. Although enrollment
declines are taken into consideration in calculating the additional
gross revenues that would be generated by imreased student charges,
they enter into the calculations a second time because of the
existing budget formulas. These formulas require that if the
enrollment losses--converted now from headcount students to full
time equivalent students (FTE)--exceed 2.0 percent of the iegment's
current FTE enrollment, the segment would be required io payback to
the State a certain amount per FTE student from its allotted budget.
In the case of the Community Colleges, average daily attendance (ADA)
is used as the measurement unit rather than FTE, 73/

3. Computing The Amount of Additional State Money Necessary To Fund
Current Cal Grant gand B Recipients If Student Charges Were In-
creased

Although the number of Cal Grant awards currently is limited by
statute, the amount of money necessary to fund them would increase if
student charges were raised at public institutions. Further, some
Community College students would be eligible for these awards if
charges were imposed in that segment too. The cost to the State:for
increases in the size of Cal Grants for current recipients can be
computed by simply multiplying the number of recipients in each
public segment by the amount of any increase in student charges in
that segment. The one exception would be ncw Cal Grant B recipients.

'

4. Computing The Amount of Additional Federal BEOG Funds That Would
Be Made Available To California Students If Student Charges'Were
Made

The recent changes in federal student aid prograals will increase the
number of students eligible for BEOG grants this year, the size of
the grants received by many students, and the number of federal
dollars for student aid coming into California, whethei student
charges are raised in its public institutions or not. Moreover,
there is every, indication that Congress will be watching states
closely to see ehst. the BEOG funds that were to be used for financing
the Middle income Student Assistance Act are not consumed by states
seeking to "capture" these monies by raising student charges at
public postsecondary institutions.. 74/



If charges were increased, the amount of additional federal BEOG
funds that, would be eve-la/4e to public inatitutioas would vary with
each segment. The crtUcil factor is the lumber of full-time
undergraduates in each of the different income groups within the
segmbnt. The eligibility indexes for full-time undergraduates from
families with different annual incomes were computed using both the
old BEOG formulas and the new ones. To make the calculations more
manageable, the indexes were computed for 4ependent students from di

four-person families with one child in college, since such students
are generally regarded as typical. To detlrmine both the number g
students eligible for federal financial aid and the amount of aid
each would receive if charges were increased, the BEOG eligibility
indexeu for full-time students, and for part-time students taking
more than six units per term, are then compared to the income
distriution of such students in each segment. Fourteen aifferent
income groupings are used in the actual computations for each option
tested, but the results are then aggregated into three income
categories (low, middle, and high) for presentation in the summary
tables. tt is in this manner that the estimates of additional
federal revenue are developed for each public segment under each
option.

A Final Note On The Models

Several other approaches could have been used to investigate the
possible impact of increased student charges on enrollment aud
revenues in California public 'nigher education. It would have been
possible to conduct an extensive study using Individual student data
and the most sophisticated matheiAatical models to measure the
effects of price, ability, family income, and other critical
variables on student access and choice. The amount of time required
and the substantial expense involved for such a study made this
option unattractive. On the other hand, it would have been possible
to despair over the imperfections in the available data and simply
apply a single, national-average figure for enrollment losses to
California's public institutions. To do so would be to ignore all
the important differences in public higher education between
California and the rest of the nation. It would also have ignored
the important differences in.the cost, mission, selectivity, and
types of students that exist among the State's public segments of
higher education.

The approach used in this report involves neilper of these extremes.
Rather than attempt to replicate the most sophisticated,studies on
student demand and choice, the relevant findings from the best
national studies were selected for,application to California's
situation. Not all the data necessary for an Assessment of the
impact of increased charges on enrollment existed for each public

1,) 1
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segment in the prer:ise form needed ordesired. ThelUmperfections in
these data could not be igntored, but zeither could-the motels Unore
the known differences in the price 'responsiveness of different kinds
of studeats at dilferent kinds of institutions. Consequently, while
exact data from the'Commission's information system were used
wherever possible, the best available data werre used where
necessary. Certain assumptions had to be made to complete workable
models and tO secure some of the.information needed for tertain
formulas. The assumptions in6)rporated into the models- are
specified in each instance so that technical djustments or
corrections which might later prove necessary could be made. The
results reported on, the tests of each option in the following
vections represent the best possible estimate given the inherent
limitations of current knowledge. None of the fieures should be
accepted uncritically, nor should they be dismissed out of hand.
They provide reas'iably accurate approximations of the likely
enrollment and revenue 1.:44aicat1ons of possible changes in student
charges in California public higher education.

0 11
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CHAPTER IV

TESTING POSSIBLE POLICY OPTIONS

This chapter examines the enrollment and revenue implications of
varions levels of student charges. For each method of setting
charges examined, the new fee levels are calculated by segment and
the implications of that option are assessed. The effects of
increased charges on enrollment, student composition, segmental
revenues are evaluated. Nevertheless, while it is hoped that these
tests will help clarify the key questions, they in no way constitute
a policy recommendation,

OPTION I : LEAVE, SleUDENT. CHARGES AT THEIR CURRENT LEVELS.

The decision to maintain the current levels of student charges in All
three public segments could affect enrollment, revenues, and/
educational programs in California public higher education in tee
long run. If budget reductions of the magnitude faced by the four-
year segments for the last two years were to continue to be imposed
upon them, it would have a serious impact eventually. Maintaining
student charges at their present levels, except for the planned
increases in nonresident tuition at the University and State
University, would not affect student costs or the current levil of
demand for student financial aid. Therefore, enrollments in the
four-year segments are not likely to decline. The luestion is how
long the University and State University can continue to absorb large
budget cuts without damage to their educational programs.

The lack of additional fnnds might prompt the Community Colleges to
reduce their course offerings rather than sacrifice their existing
programs. In 1978-79, the Community Colleges responded to their
budget deficits by reducing the number of courses offered,
particularly noncredit evening courses for pa t-time students. The
result...was a loss of nearly 125,000 stud tp ta, for an overall
enrollment decline of 9.5 percent. Enrollment in credit programs
dropped by 6.1 percent, while that in noncredit programs dropped by
29.0 percent. Future budget deficits might bring a similar response
by Community College officials, but the return to an enrollment
sensitive budget formula makes this somewhat unlikely.

OPTION 2: RAISE STUDENT CHARGES BY $100 PER YEAR FOR FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADUATES IN ALL THREE PUBLIC SEGMENTS, BY $80 FOR
PART-TIME STUDENTS TAKING SIX UNITS OR LESS PER TERN INTER
STATE UNIVERSITY, AND BY $60 FOR STUDENTS TAKING SIX UNITS
OR LESS IN THE COMMUNITYCOLLEGES.

-54-
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The purpose of Lecludine this option:it tO Spell out the full
implications of the models developed earlier., The tablet Which
follow summarize the enrollment and revenue impact of increasing
student charge/for undergraduates by $100. The fiAhrea reveal that
BEOG fund* would offset one-half-of the cost increase for most low-
income students, enrolled fulltime. The effect of implementing the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act'this year is quite evident. Its
impact on the net cost increase faced by students is particularly
pronounced on those from middle-income families, since 'oat of these
students are eligible for a BEOG grant for the first time this
year. 75/ Current Cal Grant recipients would have the entire amount
of any increase offset by the State, except for first-time Cal Grant
B winners whose grants do not cover any fee cpsts during the first
year of collage. Only a fraction of the pote#tially eligible part-
time students presently receive BEOG support, however, and it is
assumed that thri situation would not change sisnificantly. 76/
Further, it is also assumed that no other major new aources of
financial aid will be forthcoming to supplement existing ones.

Table 14 summarizes the impact of student-charge increases on
undergraduate enrollment at the University of California. The model
projects an overall enrollment decline of 1.42 percent prior to
taking current Cal Grant recipients into consideration. Such an
attrition rate,is quite consistent with mhat_is known about the
behavior of high-ability students from middle- and upper-income
groups--the predominant type of undergraluate at.the University.
Moreover, there are 15,443 full-time hndergraduates at the
University who currently have either a Cal Grant A or a Cal Grant
award. Approximately 14,458 of these grant recipients would have the
entire fee increase offset by the State. ThuA, there would probably
be no drop in the number of full-time undergraduates at the
University if studerit-chargea were increased by $100 per year,
although there _would be a possible loss of 232 part-time
students. 77/ Despite this, there would be no.appreciable change in:
either the size or the composition of the University's undergraduate
student body.

Table 15 shows that the impact of a $100 fee increase on
undergraduate enrollment would be greater in the California State
University and Colleges, in spite of the provision for a slightly
lower increase for students taking six units or less per term.
'0-,trall, the projections suggest that the undergraduate, headcount
enrollment in the State University would drop by 8,800 students, or
by 3.69 percent. The presence of 8,471 Cal Grant A recipients and
3,703 Cal Grant B recipients would help to reduce the attrttion among
full-time undergraduates, but the attrition among part-time students
would be substantial. 78/
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TABLE 14

ENROLLMENT IMPACT OF A $1 0 INCREASE IN STUDENT CHARGES AT THE UNIVERSITY

Income
Level Percent Number

uition
Elasticity

Net Cost
Increase

Students Lost
Percent Numbir

Net Loss After
Cal Grant Offsets
Number ?ercent

Nonresident Undergraduates Hi h 3,891 -0.146 $595 -3.32% - 129 - 129 -3.32%

Resident Undergraduates

Low 16.7% 13,595 -0.437 $0-$50 -2.25 - 30b 0 -0.00Full-Time
Middle 37.3 30,365 -0.218 $0 -0.00 0 0 -0.00
High 46.0 37,447 -0.146 $100 -2.20 - 756 0 -0.00'

TOTAL 81,407 ...., ...... -1.30 -1,062 - 0 -0.00

Part-Time Low 16.7 771 -0.437 $0-$74 -3.50 - 27 - 27

(6 1 - 11.9 Units) Middle 37.3 1 722 -0.218 $0 -0.00 - 0 0 -0.00
High 46.0 2,123 -0.146 $100 -2.03 - 43 - 43 2.03

TOTAL ..._ 4,616 ..... -1.52 - 70 _ 70 -1.52

Part-Time Low 16.7 175 -0.437 $100 -6.28 - 11 - 11 -6.28

(6.O or Less Units) middle 37.3 391 -0.218 $100 -3.07 _ 12 12 -3.07
High 46.0 481 -0.146 $100 -2.08 _ 10 - 10 -2.08

TOTAL 1,047 ..- - - -3.15 33 33 -3.15

Tota Undergraduates Low 14.541 -0.437 38 -0.26
Middle 32,478 -0.218 12 -0:04
High 43,942 -0.146 182 -0.42

TOTAL 90,961 - 232 -0.26

i;
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TABLE 15

ENROLLMENT IMPACT Of A $1 N KASE IN STUDENT CHARGES AT' THE STATE UMIVERSiTY

Nonres i dent Undergraduates

IncomekL rcen. Number
Tuition

Elasticity_
Net Cost
Increase

h V. lei 8,507 -0.146

tp-

3190

Resident Undergraduates

Full-Time Low 31.21 50,1,7 -0.437 50

Middle 42.5 68,376 -0.218 $ 0

High 26.3 42,113 -0.146 S100

TOTAL 160,886

Pert-Time 1.0,4 31.2 11,088 -0,437 $42476
(6.) - 11 Units) Middle 42.5 15,104 -0.218 $0-$100

High. 26.3 9,346 -0.146 4100

1 OTAL 35 538 ._ - -

Part-Time LA.lw 31.2 9,463 -0.437 $ 80

(6.0 or Le'ss Units) Middle 42.5 12,890 -0.218 $ 80

High 26.3 7,976 -0.146 $ 80

TOTAL ._ 30,329 -- _ ..

Total Underra3uites Low 70,7 8 -0.437
Middle 96,370 -0.218 d

High 68,142 -0.146

TOTAL 238,260-

'.

Net LOSS After
Students Lost Cal Grant Offsets
Percent Mumbei

1,45/ 123

9.49 -4,756
-0.00 - 0
-7,12 -3,013

.03 -7,769

5.02
- 0.32
- 7,12 .

- 6,69 378

1,665
48

665

-19.98 1,891
- 9.97 -1,285

. - 6.67 .- 532

-12.23 -3,708

AMA,*

Number

123

Percent

- 0 0.00
0 0.00

2,591 -6.12

-2,591 1 61

-1,665 -15.02
- 48 0,32

665 - 7.12

,378 6. 6A -

-1 891 - 9.98
-1,285 - 9.97

- 532 - 6.67

-3,708 -12.23

-3,556 - 5.03
-1,333 - 1.18
-3,9ii - 5.74.

8 800 369



It may appetr odd that the enrollment decline would be scsmuch
greater in ttie State University than le the UniVersity, but there are
a number of factors which may acceunt for this. The current fee
structures in the two segmenta differ markedly, and $100 representS a
much greater percentage increase in the State University. Further,
despite current student 'aid programs, low-ncome students are more
price responsive than, those from familieo in the higher-income.
brackets. Low-Income students account for nearly one out of every
three undergraduates in the State Oniveraity, but only about one out
ef every six in the University. The admission reluirements and the,
characteristics, of the' students differ betweve the two segments, and
there is likely to be some differential in the future earnings
'potential of their graduates as well. The' possible.subststution of
two years at a local Community College ID the event of a cost
increase would be much more likely ameng'lower division commuter
students at the State University than among typical lower ditision
students at the University. The grester Incidence of, part-time
StuatUES sn the State University also makes the higher overall
attrstion, rate se that segment more likely. 79/

Table 16 indicates that the attrition rate in the' Community Colleges
weuld he higher than In the other two public segments. Wersll
earollment would drop by 5.07 percent, or by more than 58,770
students. The' case of the Community Colleges is unique because these
schools currently do riot charge fees to their regular students. The'

income, dsstribution among full-time Community Cellege students most
slosely resembles, that it the State' University. Not surprisingly,

the projected attrition rates for fuIl-time students, in both
segments are quite similar prior to taking Cal Grant offsets tato
conssderation. Since Cal Grant A awards cover only the recipieots'
required fees, Community College students currently do not receive
these awards. There'presently are 3,688 Cal Grant A reserve' winners
atteudiag Commursty Colleles; they would presumably have the entire
cost of any fee increase covered, as would second year Cal Great 8
recipsents. With mAny fewer CAi Grant A wieners, and With 4 much
higher percentage of first-year CAI Grant R winners than either of
the public four-year segments, the net attrition rate among full-
sme undergraduates in the Community Colleges *mule be greater.

Among part-time students, attrition , rates in the Community Colleges
would be lower than those in the State University, especially for
students enrolled for six units or less per term. These lower rates
could be attributed, in part, to the lack of educational alternatiyes
for many Comaunity College students, and to the fact that the
Community Colleges would still be the least expensive of all
postsecondary education alternatives. For vocational students in
paiticular, the only alternative is a much higher-priced proprietary
achool, and for the others who are not eligible for the University or
State Universtty, tee only 41teruAtive is not to atteud college at



TABLE 16

EMROLLMENT IMPACT Ot A 1OO INCREASE fl4 STUDENT C RG S IN

41$

C N1TY COLiE6ES

Net Loss After
Income Tuition Iiiet Co t Students Lost Cal Gra t Offsets
Level Percent Niber liksticit Increase Percent Number Number Percent

Undergraduates

Full-Time Low
Middle
High

38.42
38.0
23.6

120,249
118,997
73,903

TOTAL 313 149

Prt-Tme Lidii 38.4 82,838
(6.1 11.9 UnIts) MIdille. 18,0 81,976

High 23,6 50,911

TOTAL 15, 725

Part-Ilme Low 38,4 2 2,281

(6.0 or Less Units) Mide,e 38,0 239,756
Hi 21.6 148,901

TOTAL 630,938

Totel Undeuraduates Low 445,368
Middle 440,729
Hi 27j015

TOTAL 1,159 812

-0.437
-0.218
-0.146

--

ar.

aelae 'at

amma

$0-$50 9 081 -1 ,914 3 368 -2.97X
$0-$100 -0.54 - 639 583 -0.49
$100 -7.12 262 -5,262 -7.12

*Ow aaaa -5.37 -.6,815 9,411 3.00

-6.32 5 34 5, 34 -6,32
0-$100 -2.47 - 2,021 2 21 -2.47

$100 -9.68 - 4,926 - 4,926 -9.68

%Pa alam. -5.65 2 181 2 181 5.65

$ 60 5.88 -14,255 - 4,255
$ 60 -5.88 -14,.105 - 4,105 .88

$ 60 -5,92 - 8,820 - 8,820 .92

-5.89 -37,180 7,180 -5.89

..... - - -23,057
-16,709 3.79

-- -- -19,008 -6,94

8 774 -5.07'



Altogether, the figures in-these tables indicate that a. $100 across-s
the-board increase in student charges in the three public segments
would result in an enrollment .decline of more than 67,800, students.
Because of the anaual cycle of new freshmen and transfer students
entering' the segment* at the start of each year, aed others
transferring or graduating t the end, this projected enrollment
decline is n6t confined strictly to currently enrolled students. The,

measures used in this study and nthers, like it assess the quantity of
education demanded at a particular' price and the impact of price
changes on the level of student participation. Consequently, the
largest component of the enrollment decline' would be fro, attrition;
that is, it would be made up of currently enrolled students who
decided they would no longer continue. The rest of the' enrollment
lose involves prospective students who might have attended a. segment
at the current price level but would decline to doso if charges were
increased. 80/ Under the option outlined here, middle-income
students would. be least affected becauae of the Middle Income' Student
Assistance Act. Part-time students, especially those enrolled for
six units or less per term, would be the most adversely affected.
Among the segments, tbe University's enrollmen would suffer the
smallest lossee overall. The State University's enrollment drop
would be somewhat higher, and the largest percentage' decrease and the
largest drop in the nnmber of students enrolled would occur in the
.ommunity Collegee.

The revenue implic tions of an increase in student charges also vary.
Table 17 snows that the increase it. gross revenues fris a $100
increase in chargea would be $10,521,377 at the University,
$20,965,050 at the State University, and $86,353,480 in the
Community Colleges. Of this amount, the- State would actually provide
$3.4 million in the form of :larger awards to current Cal Grant A, and
Lal Grant B recipients enrolled in the three public segments. Nearly
54v.2 million would come from the Eederal government in the' form of
BEOG grants to both current recipients and those who beeome eligible
this year. The latter group includes large numbers of students from
middle-income families who will be eligible for a BEOG grant for the
first time becanse of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act. In

fact, approximately one-half of the federal BEOG total represent
funds intended to assist middle-income students which weuld be
captured instead by the public segments if they raised their student
charges. The largest portion of the increase in student-charge
revenuesover $72,26 495would come directly from students and
their families.

The gross revenue f gures in Table 17 do not represent the actual
ammint of additional revenue each segment would have at its disposal,
even if all the monies from Increased Charged were allocated to the
segments. As noted earlier, whenever the FTE enrollment losse&
accompanyi g an increase in charges exceed 2,0 percent of the curront



TABLE 17

REVENqt IMPACT OF A $100 INCREASE /N STUDENT CHARGES
IN THE THREE PUBLIC SEGMENTS

INCREASE IN GROSS REVENUES

Segment ross Revenuei

Sources of Revenues Paid as Student Fees
Students State Federa BEOG

"Iblbniversity $10,521,377 $4,987,935 $1,445,880 087,642

State University $20,965,050 $8,444,084 $1,217,400 $11,303,566

Community Collegeb $86,353,480 $58,831,476 $ 740 00 $26,781 804

TOTAL $117 839,907 $72,263,495 $3,403,480 $42,173,012

5-22T2nt Gross Revenues

NET REVENUE I CREASE

Budget Reductions Net Revenue

Same Year 191)22_iiinYear Increase

University $10,521,3 7 $ 0 $ 398,275 $10 123,102

State Univerbity $20,965,050 $1,876,937 $4,997,691 $14,090,422

Community Colleges $86,353,480 $13,027,116 $14,858,532 $58,467,832

TOTAL $117,839,907 $141904,053 $20.254.498 $82.681,356



FTE enrollment, a segment would incur an immediate reduction in its
budget. Furthermore, the segment's budget the following year would
be reduced to reflect the entire FTE enrollment loss, not just that
portion which exceeded 2.0 percent.

Converting the headcount enrollment losses projected in Tables 14,
15, and 16 into FTE enrollment losses makes it possible to estimate
the magnitude of the budget penalties each segment would incur.
Although the following estimates are somewhat tentative, it appears
that the University wnuld net incur any immediate budget penalty; the
179 FTE enrollment loss it would experience under this option would
not exceed 2.0 percent of its current undergraduate FTE enrollment.
The following yeer, however, the University's budget would be
rednced by $398,275 to compensate for the enrollment loss. Both the
State University and the Community Colleges would experience FTE
enrollment losses in excess of the 2.0 percent limit and would face
both immediate- and subsequent-year budget reductions. It appears
that the State University would face a substantial budget payback or
reduction of $1,876,937 in the first year, and an additional budget
reduction of $4,997,691 the_followieg year. The Community Colleges
would lose $13,021,116 in General Fund revenues in the first year
because of the projected 25,032 ADA enrollment loss, this option would
produce. If the, Iower enrollment continued, the Community Colleges
would experience an additional budget reduction of $14,858,532 in
the followiag year.

The amount of money that each segment woull have left to spend on
every remaining FTE student would increase slightly if student
charges were raised by $100 per year, but the net increase in its
total budget would not necessarily offset the reductions mandated by
the 1979-80, Budget Aot. At the University, the net increase would be
approximately $10,521,377 in 1979-80 and $10,123,102 the following
year. In the State University, the net change from a $100 increase
in student charges would involve a headcount enrollment loss of 8,800
and a net increase in revenues the first year of $19,088,113- Tbe
second year, however, the net revenues raised by the higher charges
would be $14,090,422 beoause of the additional budget reduction; ihe
enrollment loss would produce. In the Community Colleges the
$86,353,480 in additional fee income would be reduced immediately by

$13,027,116 in General Fund appropriations. The act revenue
increase of $73,326,364 the first year would be reduced to

$58,467,832 the following year. At the same time, the overall
headcount enrollment loss La the Community Colleges would be 58,774.

It is somewhat difficult to assess the impact of this student-charge
option on educational programs. The net revenue increases in the
three public segments would not be large enough to offset the budget
cuts eaoh must t''y to absorb this year. The faculty layoffs and
other dislocations that would ac,7ompany enrollment declines voziId



also take a heavy toll in the State ,University and Community
Colleges. At the same time, the amount of money that would be
available to educate those students who remained would be greater on
a per-student basis. Thus, while access would clearly diminish, more
money would be available to finance the programs for the remaining
undergraduates.

OPTION 3: BASE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CHARGES ON A PETIT= OF. THE
COST OF INSTRUCTION IN EACH SEGMENT BY SETT' CHARGES NT

PERCENT.FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES, 20.0 PERCENT FOR THE
STATE UNIVERSITY, AND 25.0 PERCENT FOR THE UNIVERSITY.

The first step in assessing this option is to determine the
approximate cost of instruction, for resident undergraduates in each
of the three public segments. The figures used here are derived by
adjusting the cost-of-instruction figures reported ift the
Coordinating Council's 1974 report, The Costs of instructinn in
California. Public Higher Education, for changes in the Consumer
Price Index. That report 1048 never intended to provide ttrict
comparability of instructional costs among segment3, and the

Legislature recently requested the Commission to investigate- the
feasibility of developing a methodology that would permit more
accurate cost-of-instruction comparisons. Certainly a better
computation of the costs of instruction would be needed before such a
method of setting fees could be even, considered. The estimates
developed in this report should be regarded as, plausible, "ballpark"
approximations of the direct and indirect costs of instruction; they
are by no means exact. Nevertheless, they provide s rough indication
of the magnitude of the iacresses in student charges that the
adoption of this method would entikil and illustrate the implications
)t such a change.

Lument

TABLE 18

THE COST nF ENsTRucTIos PER FIE OR ADA BY 1EVL Of
STUDENT AND Y SEGMENT, 1978-79

Lower
Division

Upper Average
Division Undergne

University

State UniversiLy

Community Colleges

S252(-1

$1,5,50

523:79-

$3,145

6745

$1,560

Source of Data: rdInsktitig Council of h gher
Coit3 of In4t--u-rion 'n Califprn
r ocation 074. Co$ entima
adjusted for CP1 chaagea.

Education, The
Public Lligher

t.e.s. here are



The percentages of 4the costs of instruction assigned to students
under this option are similar to those currently used in the State of
Washington. The maximum Student Activity Fee would be set at not
more than 10.0 percent of a segment's other student charges.
Charging students taking six or less units 80.0 percent of what full-
time students pay at the State University and 60.0 percent of what
they pay in the Community Colleges was used again under this option.
The resulting student charges in each segment are summarized in Table
19. 81/

TABLE 19

TOTAL CHARGES BY SEGMENT USING MST-OF-INSTRUCTION METHOD

Segme t
Average
Cost

Instruction Activity
Charqt Fee

Total

alnel

University
Residents
Nonresidents

State University
Residents
6 units or less
6.1 units or more

Nonresidents

CommutAity Colleges
units or less

6.1 ,its or mor

$3,145
--

$2,695

%It

taa

$1,560
%IL la

tam *el

$786

786

$431

519

519

$156
260

$79

79

$54
54

54,

$26

26

$ 865

3,265

$ 485

583
2,383

182

286

Under this option, the average student charges for a resident
undergraduate at the University would be raised from $724 to $865 per
year. The nonresident undergraduate would pay the%same $141-per-
year increase plus an additional $49$ increase in nonresident
tuition. in the State University, full-time undergraduates would
see their student charges increased from the current $205 per year to
$583, and nonresident students would experience an increase from
$1,915 to $2,383 per year. In the Community Colleges, students
taking more than six units would be charged $286 per year; those
taking six or fewer units would pay. $182. With no additional student
financial aid programs beyond those currently operating, the impact
of this option on enrollment would be substantial, especiany in the
State University and the Community Colleges, The results for all
three segments and for the different kinds of students in each are
summarized in Tables 20. 21, and 22.
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TABLE 20

ENROLLMENT IMPACT OF ADO TING OPT ON 3 FOR STUDENT CHARGES AT THE UNtVERSITY

Income

Level Percent

Nonresident Unde graduates High

Resident Undergraduates

Full-Time

Part-Time
(6.1 - 11.9 Units)

Part-Time
(6.1 or Less Units)

Total linder2radua tes

=r1.1.1

Low 16,7%
Middle 37.3

46,0

TOTAL

Low 16.7

Middle 37.3

High 46.0

TOTAL

Low 16.7

Middle 37.3

High 46.0

TOTAL

Low
Middle
High

TOTAL

ii

Number

Tuition
Elasticity

3,891 -0.146

13,595 -0.437
30 365 -0.218
37,447 -0.146

81,407 ww. asa.

771 -0.437

1,722 -0.218

2,123 -0.146

4,616

175 -0.437

391 -0.218

481 -0.146

1,047 11

14,541 -0.437

32,478 -0.218
43,942 -0.146

90,961

Net Cost

Increase

$636

$0-$103
$0-$141

$141

$141
$141

$141

Students Lost
Percent Number

Net Loss After
Cal Grant Offsets
Number Percent

3.531 137 137 -3.53%

-3.48 473 0 -0.00

-0.00 0 0 -0.00

-2.84 1,063 15 -0.04

-1,89 1,536 15 -0.02

-4.80 37 37 -4.80

-0.29 5 - 5 -0.29

-2.84 60 - 60 -2.84

-2.21 102 - 102 -2.21

-8.51 15 15 -8.51

-4.24 - 16 16 ,-4.24

-2.84 14 14 -2.84

-4.3b 45 45 -4.30

52 -0.36
21

- 226 -0.51

- 299 -0.33



TABLE 21

FNROLIMENT IMPACT OF ADOPTING OPTION 3 FOR STUDENT CARGE AT T E STATE tJIYERS1TY

income
Level Percent Number

Tuition
Elasticity

Nonresident Uderduaes High 507 -0.146

Resident Undergr

Fu -Tim Low 11.2X ()u,t97 -0.437
Middlo ,2.5 68,376 -0.218
High 26.3 42 313 -0.146

TOTAL 160,586 ANI

Part-I me Low 31.2 111055 -0.437

1.9 Units) Middle .5 15,104 -0.218
Hi 1 26 9,346 -0.146

roTAL 15,538

ar -Time Low 11.2 9,463 -0.43/

(6.O Or Less Units) Middle 42.5 12,890 -0.218
High 26.3 1976, -0.146

TOTAL 0,329 --

Tota.1 ppderaraduat.es Low 70,748 -0,437
Middle 96,370 -0.218
High 68,142 -0.146

TOTAL 38,260

0

Net Cost
Increase

$464

57-$214
$0-$378
.$08

$162 4292
$0- 378
$3 8

No
$310
5310

711IN

ON%

Students Lost
Percent Number

Net Loss'After
Ca 1 Grant Offsets
ftumnb& rcent

- 3.57% - 104 1 4 -

S42 ,674 9.21
0.98 670 - 0 0.00

-17.23 '90 - 8,d6 8 -lb. i

-k8.?1 -Z9,302 -21, -13.19

-47. 5,243 - 243 -47.25
6.34 - 958 958 t.34

17.23 1,610 - 1,610 -17.13

-21.98 - ',811 - 7,811 -21.98

-49.75 - 4,708 4,708 -49,75
-24.82 1,199 - 3499 -24.82
-16.62 1,236 - 1,236 -16.62

-30,15 - 9,143 9,143 730.15

-24,625 -14.81

- 4,157 - 4..31
VI, 11. -10,018 -14.70

-38,80C -16.28



)TABLE 22

ENROLLMENT IMPACT OF AtOPTHG OPfli 3 FOR STU ENT CHARGES IN T E COMPIUMITY COILEGES
;

Net Loss After
Income Tuition Net Co t Students Lost Cal Grant Offsets

Level Percent Number Elasticit4 Increase Percent Number NumberL Perceilc

ynpnirous
t

fu11-Time L.A./ 18.4% 12U,249

Middle 38.0 118,991
l'h 71.903

Part- e

(6.1 1 9 Un

PArt-Iime

16 0 of Les,a

TOTA1. 111,149

Low 48.4 82,810
Middle 38.0 81,976
High 21.6 50,111

15,725

24Z,281
Middle :14.0 211,756

High 23.6 14.8,9U1

TOTAL o3U,918

Total Under.araduates Low 4t1.5,'0:4

Middlr 446,74
73,71

Toltt: 1.1')4,61,!

-0.417 1-$160 -32.11% - s,6S8 -11,112 46.,04%

-0.218 $0-$49 - 0.26 - 310 254 - 0.21
'..).146 $28b -15.81 -11,684 15.81,

-16.18 -50,652 -41,250 -11.81

4192-$224 -19.99 -16,557 -16,557 -49.9A
$0-$286 3.50 - 2,868 - 2,868 - 1,50

$266 -n.14 -12,899 -1289 9 -25.34

-14 18 -32,324 -32,124 _14.48

$142 -16,71 0,492 -40,492 -16.71

$1d2 -16.71 -40,070 -40,076 -16.71

S162 -16.81 -25,035 -25 03Y -16.61

-16.74 -105,597 -105,597 -16.74

- 8.8,161 -18,99
- 4 pi2

- 49,63g -18.13

kz.53
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Because the increases in student charges under this option would vary
wi.dely, the enrollment unpact reveals much, grehter variation among
the aegments than occurred ander Option t7-"1'ab1e 20 shows that the
overall enrollment decline ta the University is likely to be very
3light--137 nonresident undergraduates an4 162 resident studentt, or
at overall enrollment drop of lefa than 1.0 percent.

the implications ot adapting a particular method for ieterminlng
student charges, however, must be attaettaed in terms of tta unpact on
.111 three segments. Thus, while the coat-of-instruction method
outlined in this option would have little adverse effect on
earolimentu in the University, it would have a very serious, umpect on
the State University and the Community Colleges.

Table 21 shows that undergraduate headcount enTollmeet at the State
Cniversity would plunge by approximAtely 38,800 students. This

equivalent to approximately one out of every six of its current
undergraduates. This would be dO ,,,nrollment loss nearly equal to the

!otal underitraduate enrollments at the San Diego and
Aac.amerAo (Aimpulie- ;'ombined, (:,,r more than double the combined
n4ergr.t4uate enrolment at the tive smallest State University
impuse:;. last year The resulting undergraduate enrollment woulA

returr the State Cniversitv system to about the size was more than

3 decade

.npd,t qukb A .eping .7hani4r on ItlatvidUAi l4MpUbvu

uf LtIlp069.114:e to gauge .Clearly, those campuses which have been

aiost successful in attracting minority studeatu and soldents from
a:cme tam:lies wouid face the most serious enrollment louse,*

;.ven w.th the exititing student financial aid programs, it is

ptet.sely these groups which would experience the largest percentage

Jenes in enrolLment. Those campuses vitt nigher-that-average
n-m!Jers of part-time students would also be hard hit When coupled

w4th the cOntinuIng Shift in the ethnic composition o California'N
population and the projected decline in ibe 4/zt of the ei.ghtern- to
tweaty-four-yesr-uld pOpulatIqn Otioat thls aeXt flftf,ell years, the

total impact of these c:Aanges would be enormous At the very least,

the Increased zlhargee alone would leave the State University-%
undergraduate student body iath smaller than it 15 oq% and with
%mallet percentages .at iow-tucome, minority. 4nd p4rt-time Ittudents

etfect of Uptioa 3 on 1:ommuniLy College enrollment is evea
gri-ater in terms of the number of studedts affeeted. Altogether,
15.6 percent of the currLot Community College euro:Iment would
Aepartrepresenftng a loss of more than 181,100 students. The lack

oi reliable data ,..)n the income distribution of part-time Commutity
College students makes it difficult to speak with any assurance about
the ways in which the taerea:ed charges would aittt the 31Zt and
c,,mpositi,mi of the student 1, it Appears that more than thrt,7-



fourths of all the enrollment losses would occur among part-time
.tudents, The composition of the student body would change in even
more significant ways, however, because of the pro)ected loss of
nearly one out of every four low-income students enrolled full time.
hany of these students would be from ethnic minorities. The net
effect would be to return Community College enro4ments to near their
1973 level. In the process, access to postseco ary education would
diminish and certain groups of students arid articular colleges
would be more seriously affected than others.

the gross revenues produced by the xacreased student oharges
ootlined in Option. 3 very widely from segment to segment, as table 23
shows. In the University, $14,164,111 in additional student fee
revenue would be raised. Approximately $5,745,084 of thls would be
from additional federal REOG funds for eligible students, $2,038,578
rom increased State payments to current Cal Grant A and Cal Grant 8
recipients, and the remaioing $6 380 449 directly from students and
their tasolits

the State University, approximately $66,953,191 In additional
student ±te revenue would be raised. Federal BEOG funds would
Increase tly $3b,443,215 for eligible students, although nearly half
t tb. amount would represent monies the State Uoiversity would
-capture- from mtddLe-income studeots tf tt raised fees to coxacide
with tne implementation of the htddle Income Student Assistance
.kct. 82/ Current Cal Graot recipiemts would receive 411 additional
5o.601,772 from the State Scholsrship Commiestoe\ The remaining

would CIINMA from students and their fmailies.

:n the Community lieg s. the added revenues troz ption 3 would
Am uot to 5225,255,860. Of this .oaount, about $70,517,386 would be
:Tom loditioaa: /WAX funds, $2,l16,972 would come from higher State
grants to i:urrent Cal Grant A amd elt.ibibie (al Grant 8 rectpients,
4nd the remaining $142,621,502 irom the stodents who wou)d stall he
enrolled

Ibc the adcourtt enrol,ment declnes p,4jected Lnder this optLon
are t overtd to FTE students or ADA, its budget implications can he
assessed and tbe net incretse %a reveoues estimated. The FTE
enrollment less projected for the Universit9 would mot exceed the 2.
percent leeway permitted to budgeting so there would be tio payback
required the first year. The lone (I 224 FTE undergraduate students,
however, would result in a budget cut of $498,400 the following year.
The FTE enrollment losses projected for the State University-24,894
FTE studentsexceed the 2.0 percent figure by a consIderabie
amount, and that segment would face a first-year budget reduction of
$32,835,186, if Option 3 were adopted. Furthermore, there would be
an atidltIou4l budget penalty ,f $4,q97 691 the followi.g year. The
Community Colleges would face the larg st budget cut since
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TABLE 23

REVENUE IMPACT OF ADOPTING OPTION 3 FOR STUDENT CHARGES
. IN THE THREE PUBLIC SEGMENTS

INCREASE IN GROSS REVENUES

Sources oF Revenues Paid as Student Fees
Segment Gross Revenues Students State Federapi BEOG

Univetaity $14,14,1LL

Suite Univerity $66,951,191

CommuOty CiAleges $225,2%5,860

TOTAL $.10t,3/3,1U

Seent
univvraicy

State Univeraity

Community Colleges

TOTAL

$6,380,449

$25 908 204

$14 ,621,502

$114,910,

N RFVUNUE INCREASt

Budget Reductions Net Revenue
..F0.10willl Years. Increase__Gross Revenues

1.4,1o4,1)1

$225, 2SS,E G

$106,373,1

$2,038,578

$4,601,772

$2,116,977

$5,745-,, 084

$36,443,215

$70,517 386

$1 1,705,685

$ ',835,186

$ 498,400

$4,997,691

$80,590,102 $14,858,532

$113,425,286 $20,354,621

$13,665,771

529,120,314

$129,807,226

$172,593,226



enrollment would decrease by about 72,343 ADA. This would.produre a
first-year payback of more than $80.5 million end an added second
year budget cut of almost $14.9 million.

The substantial enrollment Jecliaes under this option would
significantly reduce the revenue increases produced by higher
student charges. From the 'standpoint of the public segments, the net
revenue gained under thia option, assuming agein that the revenue'
from the' increaded fees would be made available to them, would not be
great enough to offset the' accumulated budget deficit, they
currently face. The University' would lose lest than 1.0 percent of
its undergraduate students and gain $13,665.771 fa funds. The State
University would. experience a severe decline of 16.3 percent, or
38.800 undergraduates, and increase itsobudeet by $29.120,314. The
Community Colleges would lose about 1.81.171 students, or 15.6
percent of current enrollment, and increase net revenues by

$129.807,226_

Option: 3 were meplemented, the enrollment in the thre se gm
public higher education would drop hy uadergraou
t.tudents, Sutte appropri4tiona for higher educat:on would be tut
V25,02.L,589, and the segments would realize a net )ntrease in theik
combined revenues of approxlmately $172,513,226. rhe amount of
money available for those students who remained would increase by
about 51b0 per FTE undergraduate in the University, $180 per FTE zn
he State University, and $200 per ADA in the Community Colleges
hnrollment declines of the magnitude projected for this opt:on.
however, would require major faculty layoffs in tht State Un,versity
aud the Community Colleges- Given existing collective bargaining
agreements and tenure arrangements it seems unlikely that either
segment would have the needed flexibility to cope with layoffs on
thls scale and sti1l preserve esseat'al educatioal programs And
services The et result, although it is difficult to tell with any
certaiety, would likely be a decline in the 1,.inds ot educational
programs toe put.lie segments 4.0PrA, abie to otfer to thone students 'who

remaine4

riASE STUDENT ChARGES fN EACH SEGMEYI UPON A COtIPAillSON WITH
THE STUDEN1 ChARGES AT COMPARABLE INSTITUTIONS IN OTHER
STATES.

The data needed for these computations were prvided ea
ipp, 10-36). The method used here was to set student charges in eli:h
public segment at approximately 90 0 percent of the ak.erde charges
at its comparison institutiont_ A 40.0 pereefit figure was used
instead of the full amount because in each instance one or more
Ustituti011s within each comparison group charged fees that were

murh higher than all th,- nettthe Univer ity of Michtgan it the



Univer CfY comparison list, Vi4vne State University and biami
Lniversity (Ohio) in the State University list, and the commun_ity
colleges in New York. The result W.34 that. these few 4istitut.ns
greatly mcreased a7erages of student charges above the level
generally prevailing In each comparisr=n

Adopting this method for setting student charges would require that
total student chargos at thr University be incrtased hy $122 A year
tr*m the current tversg- of $724, to $846. Student charges at the,
Stat.e University ...Jould be Incre4sed from $205 per year to $740 and
th04e in the Community tolleges would he ralstd to 020 per year. If

adititoal ltudent atd were prov14ed, the enrollment Impact would
he quite severe, particularly tn tbe State Universxty and the
iommitztity Colleget. The results Are ,.ummari7 -4 tor each sesment in
Tah1es '4, 25, and 26.

1:olveraity i& the only segment that woulit expetler,ce almost no
enrollment AevAine. Zts itidergraduate erimIllneht vould irop by
4hout 266 students averali, altugh the losses would be much greater

wele nclt for kho Ca1 t;rant progrAms and the implementatin 011,4

the 11Adie lato.mit St_udent Anststance Axt All ot the

pr: %tie" ) wolAld :If:ut among elther part-time students
icitteflt t :gitt tihe i- t these gr,lups

irge pc,r11=,)u eni!)iimzet, 'he

impAl -t h4. n n untlergl'aduatP wrull be !Itght tn4

71-T i:1 r -t

s.;li tr); )4. .id of Ihe )p);.1m 7he

, t enri:ment seKmevt. the :,,rge

es1-.e t LII I Ns,?41.1.xe 1 tfr,1

hangc 1;t , 1:$41..0)11, 3)A.; !

": 1.14er,5,;r.14;..:tt r.r1;,ed drop tzom
enrolmtat 11'p fr:vt

int:I:All-0i zany 1 mLnot".: jFfl Natio hAt:e

:k .tecent pactiLul v nArd nit kn apite
aEoG at3 7,ther prgt'AMP. mw:h higher

aPt 4u40-t ¶7:; ,.prton 4,t1tA 4,r 4!. t4 ;r1.0, digraging
111rt ':APrit% tt"M 4PrlYing th the 1-2.tt,:r 33 t...4At, the

vez,tnt.:ige 1(1*-Inca,me Anct tho4r trqm
.112kt)-6 In thA.in4ergt4iloate :Aent h.di woo;44 rrl frm

i:orcew c= 22 3 t Altbougo the number t student( Viol§

mxadlr-Incnnf faml es 1.41W drilp by more zhon thel,r

;',roporok4n 01 hNdent betiy 1.1mertirie trvgb tt, 46. .

pertent h;,,t'Aose even hIgher 4t2..ttzern rte mbog other in.11f.,

grou:n 'eoth thee ntht*er att.,de:nta trom hi0-income tamiltes 411.0

feTre-4.: t he. (itcielit. bc,41i wold

i711..vt,tskty ii.uvlergt4titkat



ENROLLMENT IMAACT OF AMP G

TABLE 24

4 FOR STUOET CftARtS AT THE UNIVERS Y

NonrsAdent Iirderqra uatie

Rt ue(t nderoraduate%

!ncome
tevE!

high

Percent Number

3,s91

Tuition
ElastIci

-0.14t

Net Cost
imr.ease

$617

Students
Pertont

Lost
Nubet

- 133

Net Lo4s After
Ca1 Grant Offsets
Number Percent

133 -1.41Z.43/.

lu11-1 16al ii,'),9ty -0.40 SU-$72 -1 .,,4 440 . 0 -0,lit

41.11114, i.7. i 10 fibS ' 0.11h $ 0 -0.00
,

0 0 -0.00

High 4.!'), 0 17,447 -c_146 $122 -2.46 - 41 0

-4.01A1 4.0,4w -1.t7 -1,161 0 -0.00

0.; 16 ;;1 $(1, $9b 4.fl It?

- i;. -U.216 $0-$122 -0.21 4 4

Itiex 4b.0 -0.146 $122 -1.14t `i2 -2.4b

-2.01 -2.01

16 i 1s) -0_41',' $122 -'.36 13 11 -1. sb

OT t V`IS (in i t 3d1. 391 -0,216 $122 -3.67 , 14 1

Hith 40.0 481 -3.146 $122 -2.46 12 12 -2.46

l'oIia 1,64? __ -1./2 39 1.7

1:.1 .11 Pnqk.rt.11Aquat 4 ) 7

1.!,411i IS -0.0b

4:114? -(1. 146 14? .45

b$TA.1 qn.961 s 4 2t) .29
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TAB

T4RO1LMENT IMPACT OF ADOPTING OPTION 4 FOR STUDENT CHARGES AT THE STATE UNIVERSIPL

Nonresident Underz udte

Resident. Under r es

Income
Level

Hi h

Percent Number

,S07

Tuition
kjasticity

-0.146

Net Cost
Increave

$625

Students lost
Perceut Number

-

Net Loss After
Cal Grant Offsets
Number Percent

405 -4.761

i.ow 31.21 50,1%.47 0.437 $L2B-$285 -46.'9 23,4d8 -16,8i0 -33-51
Middle 42.S 68,1tb -0.218 $0-$146 1.65 2,495 - n - 0.00
High :b.( 4.,31.1 -( .140 $.)3 5 -0.02 - h,471 d,049 -19.02

TOTAL 1n0,88o -21.42 .;4,4s4 -24,86N 1. o

rdyi-itre low 51.: 11,068 0.43:' '-181-$411 -S1.95 - 5,871 - S,811 -S2.95
t1 lquvit0 M1dd1v 42.S 15,104 -0.218 50-$515 -18./5 - 2,32 14812 -18.75

Hig 26, i 9,146 -0.146 $515 - 0.02 - 1,8?1 - 1,811 -20.02

101A1 iS,S18 :9.75 -10,74 -10, '44

Pdrt- 1 imv Low J1.2 9.4t1 -0.437 $415 -55.08 - 51N - 5.212 -S5.08
(6 0 Of itss Units) Middle 42.5 12.840 -0.218 $415 -27.43 - 3.536 1.536 -27.41

High 21,.1 1,976 0.146 $415 -18.37 - 1,465 -1,46'1 -18.37

iorAL 10,129 -33.67 -10,213 -10,213 -13.67

iotal UntleroridudieL. Low 10,748 -0.411 -21,903 -19.44

96,370 -0.218 - 6,368 - 6.61
68,142 -0.146 -11,790 -17.10

TOTAL 238,260 -46,061 -19.11



TABLE 26

ENROLLMENT IMPACT OF ADOPTING OPTION 4 FOR STUOEHT CHARGES IN THE COMMUNITY COLLFGES

Undergraduates

Income

Level Percent Number

Tuition--,

El.ulisi

Net Cost
?ncrease

Students Lost
ercent Number

Net 1-ss After
Cal Grant Offsets
Rustier Pertent

Full-1101e Low .18.41 12 -d.437 $0-$17o -33.15% -19,881 -32,515 -27,04%

Middle 38.0 118,997 -0.218 $0-$501 - 0.25 - 302 - 246 - 2,07

Hi h 23.h 73,903 $32o -16.10 -12,046 -12,646 -1b.30

tart-hole
(f 11 9 Unit,,)

ToTAL

M1dd1k. 38.0

113,

82,8i8
m1.976

$194-$241,

$0-$320
'21.51

- 3 73

-54,909

-17,817

- 3,056

-44,801

-17,817
- 3,056

-14,40

-21.51
- 1.71

High 2i.h 50.911 $320 14 -i4.149 -14,149 -7.74

fuTAL 215,71"; -16.21 -35,022 -15,022 -16,21

Patt-hme
tI.L1 or less unAS)

Low

MIddh 18.)
:42,2b1
.!39,756

$192

$192

-17.54
-11.54

-42,504
-42,061

-42,504
-42,061

-17.41,

-11.54

HLh 21,6 148,901 $192 -17.71 -26,368 -26,368 -17,71

IOTAL 630,938 -17.58 -110,933 -110,933 -17.58

4oal Underetraduats Law 445.368 92,816 -20,84.

Middiv 440,729 - 45,3b3 -10.29

High 2n,715 - 52,561 -19.20

TOTAL 1,159,812 1.1 -190.767 -16.45

41,



untourtie the adoptlon of OptIon
he devastating.

Its cumulative tmpact

TN- Community Colleges ,,kluld experterwe an earollme; loas ',It

Iti0,7o2 students, or a drop of lt.4 percent. Overall enrollment
woul3 return to approximately the :eyel it was xa the early 1976s.
Hardest hit would be tull-time students trom low-inc..me families
!hese otudents tend to be Lhe moot sioaltive Lo coot increases, and
'he projection suggest that more than one out et every tour ould he

ItIlkely --.1 leave Moreover, high student tees tend to Aiscourage Iaw-
,ntki,me students trom eve-% triplylng to college, at the L44-....- *out

,tu.lent uend tor appItc,tiont they are aware ot how mv,ch a
parti:ulat .iIege kests Lu attend, but generally tulawste 4 11,14.,
,auLn, it any, !inancial aid they might be eligthle t receive. Si:

CQMMiniy C.ollege ,4tudents t ing six 1r tewer unILN J15k1
.ould he serious y attected These part-time students wolad not he

giblv to have any oi the Inctealied utfaet by tinaoclal
It:hough thea: teett InL/eafte by 'lest: '.han wou;d rhe.se

'Imo- or ,Ithet part-tme %tudentu :he next ttghent attrItian rate In
,mmuntty C.olirkes ,to1,41 ut am,Ag ft-time Atudents taikom

1..!tr. .nan klult rhry voutA te kh.arg ne f4,1: iQO tnrrea..e
while thev ..;ou4.1 b. eitgibie tlr s.ste BE0t# J%*slstank.e, :t

:set tnZ': 3 pdrt !he higher ,!Ilts

z:4e 011:1, 0\101.;.el thu., '4.. hA.e

0'.*kt ett an 3kk-ebth hagftet

three -,Nobti: segments 4o1)..1 experience an onral:ment

lel:ne ot more than ...i;,uu0 InderAraJ.tate tuL,
..me int ;114t,,,;C4 part tlme :he re.tva.t:ng latal undergrad4ate
-u;t1iimew ,c 4tuaenti tre 1") perctot he'oue the Faii

,evP. Ext.TIng St4te anti teorra: -tudent ald pt.sgrama, 4rr ut
ope. wi'h tee :eltreasem 4t thIn magnitude in A *itax:e

sod coulti not prevent the siguiticAnt decline ln edwcati,Nnal
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Segment

REVENUE

TABLE 27

IMPACT OF ADOPTING OPTION 4 FOR STUDENT CHARGES
IN THE THREE PUBLIC SEGMENTS

INTASE IN GROSS REVENU S

Sou es of Revenues Paid as Student Fees
Students' State Federal BEOGGross Revenues

Univeriity $11,932;610 $5,322 934 $1,763,876 $4,845,800

State University $89,708,060 $35,319,455 $6,513,090 $47,875,515

Community Colleges $243,567,360 $160,832,452 $2,368,640 $80,366,268

TOTAL $345,208,030 $201,4-74,841 $10,645,606 $133,087;583

Set ent Gross Revenu s

NET REVENUE INCfEA SE

Budgit Reductions
Same Year fort owi n Year

Net Revenue -

Increase

lniversity $11,932,610 $ 0 $440,550 $11,492,060

State bniversity $89,708,04 $39,857,542 $4,997,691 . #44 852,827

't

Community Colleges $243,567,360 $85,44f,572 $14 858,532 $143,267,256

Tom, $345,208,030 $125,299,114 $20,296,773 $199,612,143.



would be raised. BEOG funds 'would increase by $47,875,515 for
eliiible students, current Cal-Grant recipients would receive an
additional .$6,513,1090,'and the remaining $33,319,455 would come
directly from students and their families., in the Community
Colleges, 'the, added, revenues from Option 4 would amount to
$243,567,360.: About $80,366,268 would come.from.additional BEOG
funds, $2,364,640 would come from'State grants to current eligible
cal Grant A and Cat!. Grant B recipients, and the remaining
)166832,452 directly from students who wèuld still?e,enrolled.

,

.

The enrollment-relateCbudget cUts under this option would be
substantial for the State University ant the Community Colleges,
where the enrollment losses t!ould be greatest. As Table 27 shows,
there would be no fitst-year budget payback for the University,
although the loss of 198 FTE students would produce.a second-year
budget cut of $440,556. The State.University's enrolllent decline,
under this option wou, d exceed by 30,218 FTE students the 3,789
-leeway allowed under ate btedget formulas. This would produce
first-year budget cut of $39,857,542, and a secon&-year reduction 'Of
an Additional $14,858,532. The Community College*, statewide, would
lose 76,698 ADA beyond the 2,0 percent limit.. Thii Would involie a
budget payback of $85,441,572 the first yesr, and $20,296,773 the
following year. These budget cuts, however, would not be distributed
evenly .becauee those Community Colleges With above-average
enrollments of part-time ot low-income students woartealize less
additional income from higher student charges and would face the
largest budget cuts from enrollment losses as well. FUrthermore, not
all Community Colleges would pay the same incremental rate fort
enrollment losses or receive the same amount per ADA from the State
under the piovisions of the new financing law for the Community.
,Colleges (AB 8).

The net revenue the segments would receive under Option 4 would be
modest compared to the enrollment losses that would occur. The
University would be the exception. It would receive $11,492,060 in
additional funds and lose only 132 resident part-time students and
133 nonresident students. The State University, after subtracting
the budget cuts of $44,855,233 from the $89,708,060 in increased
student-charge revenues, would realize a net increase in revenues of
$44,852,827. At the same time, it would lose more than 46,000
undergraduate students in the process. The Community College*
collectively would receive a net increase in funds of $143,267,256.
While such an ..;sregate figure is certainly significant, it amounts
to an average revenue increase of less than $1.4 million per
Community College. The enrollment 'losses produced by, Option 4 would
amount to 190,762 students in the Community Colleges, or an average
loss of about 1,800 students per college.
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The effects of Option 4 on public higher education would probably be
somewhat more serious thin thine of Option 3. Again, althou0 there
would be more money available to educate those nucleate who remained,
there would besubstantially fewer undergraduates still enrolled.
Further, under existing budget formulas, the enrollment losses)would
rigger large-scale facu4y layoffs at the State University and the
Community Colleges. For example, the jpreseit faculty staffing
ratios would require the layoff of more than 1,900 regular faculty if
he State University were to lose the 34,007 FTE students Projected
he. Clearly, no segmeut could count on normal faculty attrition to
cover layoffs of this magnitude. Relying on tttfition, moreover, is
often a haphazard and ineffectual waY of reduciug faculty. Tenure
and collective oargaining atreements would also limiL,the segments'
flexibility in coping with faculty.reductions.1%Retently hired,
untenured faculty members'would probably be amonig the first to go.
This would jeopardize not dimly the efforts all segments have been
making *to increase the reprenentation4of women and minorities on.
their faculties, but also their ability to insure that an adequate
number of faculty were available to staff all major departmeats.

k

A rINAL NOTE ON TESTING POSSIBLE POLICY. OPTIONS

Obviously not all of the possible.policy options are examined fully
hera. Across-the-board increases., other thin the $100-per-year
figure.used in Option 2, could have been tested. Some states use
percentagessof the cost of instruction that differ from those used in
Option 3. Some charge a flat 25.0 percent of the cost of instruction
for all their public augments. Others charge a flat 25.0 percent,
but compute the different instructioUil costs for lower division,
upper division, graduate, and advanced profes3ional students. They
then charge students at each level a different amount. The
implications of this latter option need to be explored further to
determine ita possible effects on graduate and professional students
in public higher education.

The important point here is that the models developed in this report
can be used to evaluate the enrollment and revenue implications of
aay proposal to alter student charges in the public segments.
Indepi, Commission staff intends to use them for that Purpose. The
opticins presented were designed to clarify the key issues and to
illustrate the effects of increased student charges on enrollment,
revenue, and public 'ligher education.
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CHAPTER V

'SUMMARY

The current financial problems confronting public higher education

have led some people to suggest that higher student charges might be

"a solution." In response to earlier suggestions by the four year
segments that it might tot necessary to increase charges, the Director

of the Postsecondary Education Commission supported efforts'to
prevent increases in student charges last year. Although he argued

. at that time that "increased student charges must be considered as

one of.severs1 possible sources of additibnil funding for the long-

range financing of postsecondary education," he urged that "the
impact on access and the intersegmental consequences of such changes
should be studied carefully" before taking any action. Thisreport
is an outgrowth of those perceptions. :It does not constitu e a

policy recommendation. It does atterpt to provide a thorough,.
balanced analysis of the cceplex and controversial issue of student
charges.

THE, EFFECT OF INCREASED STUDENT CHARGES ON ENROLLMENT

The primary focus of this report has been upon the impact of
increased student charges on undergraduate enrollments and segmental

revenues. The rates of participation in postsecondary education in
California are areng the highest in the nation, anti student charlos

in the,State's public institutions are among the lowest. As the

projections in this report show, however, any appreciable increase

in stndent charges would.reduce enrollments in all three public

segments and thereby diminish eslucational opportunity in Californit.

In general, the greater the increase in student charges, the greater
the decrease in enrollment. The Universip would be least affected,

the State University would experience the greatest percentage'
decreases in enrollment in most casesy and the Community Colleges

would lose the largest number of students.

While any option that raised student charges would reduce
enrollments, those that increased charges substantially would also

significantly alter the composition of Lodergraduates attending
public higher education. Despite the extensive student finawial
aid programs already in existence, the adoption of large Tie
increases would substantially reduce the enrollment of students from

low-income families, particularly at the State Upiversity sad in the
Community Colleges. 'There would also, be a sizeable reduction in the

number of part-time students in these segments.

The full magnitude of the enrollment disloLations produced by higher

charges would be greater than these, figures show. With an

i8P-o
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across-the-board increase such as in Option 2, enrollment shifts
among the publit segments are likely to be quite minimal. With
widely different cost increases among sew...anti; such as those
outantd in Options 3 and,4, however, there are likely to be
enrollment shifts among segments at well as enrollment lasses within
each segment. Since ss.ch shifts are extremely diffidult to measure
directly, iost national studies have either sidestepped.the issite by
positing across-the-board changes in fee levels or have co6fined
their analysis of enrollment shifts to the degtee of substitution
between the public and private sectors. The.model used in.this
report attempts to predict the net Changes in student demand for'
tigher education produced by changes in the net cost. ,As a result,
ihe enrollment lasses cited in'each case are tip net changes in that
segment which reset from a particular increase in studedt charges.
They reflsct the affects of enrollment shifts as well as losses, but
cannot me.zsure the magnitude of the shifts directly%

Within the public sector,.the State University's enrollment is
probably more subject to.shifts than that of the University or the_
Cosssunity Colleges. According to a recent University study, Beyond
gall School Graduation: Who Goes to galley", approximately 25.0
percent of the University-eligible high-school graduates in the
-class of 1975 attended the State University. Program, location, and
cost were the most frequently cited reasons,for their choice.,
'ncation overlaps'with cost by permitting students to commute to
school from home and thereby reduce costs. Price changes would not
eliminate such savings. Nor would they likeli change the decisions
of those University-eligible students who chose A particular State
University campus because of its program. Nevertheless, any option,
that vtatly reduced the student charge differential between the
University and State University might prompt some of the University
eligibles currently enrolled in the StIkte University to attend the
University instead. By the same token, Spproiciaately 48.0 percent of
the State-UnivesAity-eligible graduates in the class of 1975
enrolled first in a Community College. Although Community Coblege
charges would increase under most of the options reviewed here, the
cost of attendance would still be lower than at the State University.
Thus, any major increase in student chargcs at the State University
would be likeli to reinforde i-.he current tendency for largo numbers
of State-University-eligible Students to attend Community Colleges
for their lower division work. Higher chargis would also reduce the
potential pool of Community College transfers to the State
University. It seems unlikely that enrollment &Aft* in tile opposite
directions would be sufficient to offset these trends. This
explains, in part, why in most of the options tested in this report,
the percentage decreases in enrollment were greatest in the State
University. Moreover, the evidence here confirms the conclusion
advanced in v'recent report by the American Associatian'of State
Colleges and Universities that state college enrollments "are

4



accutely sensitive to4the ability of students to pair the'costa of
college attendance." 84/

Fewsestimates exiits'as to the degree of substitution, or the
magnitude of enrollment shifts, between the public and independent
sectors of higher education. The most widely acc*pted figure is that
one-half of the additional students who would enrokl in public higher
education if charges there were reduced would have otherwise'
enrolled in independent institutions. If the situation were
reversed, the opposite would not necessarily be true however. While
some of the students currently enrolled in public higher education
might choose to enroll-in independent institutions if charges were
raised in the public sector, it is almost impossible to estivate how
many students might be involved. Given.the limitations of the models

used here, those students shifting to independent institutions were
counted among the enrollment losses in the public segments, but not
identified separately.

Because of the substantial cost differences between public'and
independent colleges and univerSities in California, two kinds of
students would most likely be involved in enrollment shifts from
public to independent institutions in the event of a cost increase.
The first would be those from hith-incase families. These are
generally students who do not qualify for aid even at the.most
expensive independent college4 and universities, but who are still
somewhat sensitive to price. If student cluirges at public
institutions increased markedly, some of them might enroll at an
independent institution instead. This group probably includes many
of those who were counted among the* enrollment losses at the
University in the discussion of the policy options.

The second kind of students are those from families with low enongh
incomes to qualify for financial aid, including current Cal Grant .
recipients and those now eligible under the provisions of the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act. Qualifying for student aid depends
upon one's family income and the cost of the institution selected.

The amount of aid received under the Cal Grant progress would vary
with the cost of the institution selected by the stuAent. However,

the size of the NOG grants mpst middle-income students will be
eligible to receive under the Middle Income Student Assistance Act
will not change with'the cost of the institution once the act is
fully implemented. Students from families with very low incomes
often qualify for at.least sose financial aid at all pnblic and
independent institutions. Others would qualify flr aid only if they
were to attend an expensive school. Indeed, several national studies
suggest that it is actually_less expensive for students from families
earning less than $19,000 per year to attend an erpensive independent

institution than a much less expensive public college or
university. 85/
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Current Cal Grant recipients provide an intereatins example. In
testing various options earlier, the increased cost to the State was
computed for the added expenee that higher student dharges would
impose on it to fund the grants of current Cal Grant recipients.
These computations assumed that the current recipients would not be
among those students who-might shift from one segment to another or
from a public to an independent institution. If fee increases in the
public sector wesee to prompt a significant number of Cal Grant
recipients to enroll 1..a an independent collele or untvernity, the
costs to the State would increase even more. For example, in 1978-
79, the*average Cal Grant A recipient received $200 per year at the
State University, $4633 per year at the University, and $2,391 at
independent institutions. These grants' are limited to not sore than
the full ameant of tuition and fees or $3,000 per year, whiehever is
lower. Under Option 4 with the highest student charges, University
students eligible for the maximum Cal Grant A would receive $846 if
tney sthyed at the University, but $3,QCO if they enrolled in an
expensive independent institution inatead. 811/

The kinds of undergraduate enrollment losses that would accompany
any laree increase in student charges in the public sector would
reduce educational opportunity in California and exacerbate another
emerging problem. Because of the drop in the birth rate nearly two
decadee ago, the 18-24 age gioup, which has traditionally comprised
the largest poztion of the undergraduate student body, is declining.
Department of Finance projections indicate that enrollments in all
three public segments are likely to decline over tile next decade.
This trend is projected to resch bottom in about 1993, when
undergraduate enrollment levels in the four-year segments are
expected to be approximately 15.0 percent below their current
levels. Even now some University and State University campuses are
operating below their full capacity. That situation is not likely to
improve in the immediate future whether additional student fees are
charged or.not. But the enrollment losses thai higher ttudent
charges would produce would further compunt the layoffs and
dislOcations public institutios already face betause of unfavorOle
demographic trends. For example, itt the State University the
adoption of Option 4 would reduce the current undergraduate
participation rate by about 19.0 percent. Wiwi combined with the
projected demographic changes occurring in the State, this would
produce by 1993 an undergraduate enrollment in the State University
that would be appcoximately 33.0 percent below the current
level. 87/

Along 'with their responsibility to provide high quality
undergraduate insteuction, the University and Stete University both
provide graduate iestruction through the Master's degree level.
Since Master's degree students at the State Unlversity areccharged
the same amount as undergraduates, and those in the University are



chm.sed a nominal $20 per quarter more than undergraduates, both
groups of students would be affected directly by an/ increase in
undergreduate charges. The impact of increased student fees on
Master's degree students is virtually unknewn. The enrollmInt of
such students int:4th segments would probably,drop if student charges
were increased, but the enrollment losses might not be as greet as
those among undergraduates. While the likely impact on enrollment at
present which would enable as to determine just how great the
enrollment losses would be among Master's degree students.

I

The University hss the primary responsibility in California public
higher education for educating and training doctoral (Ph.D) and .
advanced professional students. Very little is known presently
about. the likely response of such students to higher costs. A study
done on the price responsiveness of doctoral students at theA
Universityof Minnesota suggests that tbe.enrollment,impact of
higher fees would be quite small. Given existing fellowships and
research assistantships, and the surplus.of qualified applicants-to
spaces available, modest increases in students charges for doctoral
students were not expected to decrease enrollments or diminish,the
quality of the students. Although the situation at the'Universi4r of
California might in some ways itle similar, it is not clear whether the

#
enrollment impact would be. 88/

The available evidence, though certainly incomplete, also suggests
that higher student charges for advanced 'professional students,
particularly those in medical anc dental school, are not likely to
produce major changes in the number enrolled. The availability of
loans for most such students, the large surplus pool of highly
qualigied applicants, and the high salaries these graduates can
command make it likely that any-changes in enrollment would be quite
small. Nevertheless, While the number and quality of such students
would probably not change, the ethnic and income composition of the
group might. The paucity of evidence about the likely responses of
advanced graduate and professional students to increased student
fees would suggest caution at the very least.

THE EFFECT OF INCREAS TUDENT RE"CMARGES ON VENUES

The gress revenue increase .that would be produced by higher student
charges vary from segment to segment and from option to option.
Generally, the greater the increase in student charges, the greater
the increase in gross revenue produvPd.

As noted earlier, however, gross revenues are not an accurate measure
of the amount of additional revenue a segment wou...d receive if
student charges were increased. Because enrollment losses also vary
directly with the amount of any increase in charges the size of the

84 (/ 4



enrollment-related budget paytacks and budget cuts.would increase as
charges increased. Althoush none of the options tested here actually
reached the point of diminishing returns, Optton 4 probably came
close for the State University end the Community Colleges. In any,
event, large increases in student charges and gross revenues
generally-result in much more modest increases in net revenues and in
substantial decreases in enrollments.

None of the options tested in this report would greatly reduce
undergraduate enrollment in the University, uor would any of them
produce,sufficient net revenue increases to offset the $16.7 millioL
reduction required of the University.by the 1979-80 Budget Act. TWo
of the options tested would produce sufficiently large net ravvema
increases to offset the $17.0 million in cuts mandated for the State
University in the Budget Act. But, at the same time, the adoption of
one or the other of these options ruld reduce the State University's
undergraduate enrollment by between 38,800 and 46,061 students.
Option 2 would increase the total State-, and locally ftucted ofsrating
budget of the Community Colleges by approximately 4.9 percent. At
the other extreme, Option 4 would increase theittotal operating
budget by 12.1 percent. Nevertheless, the adoption of either of
these options would simultaneously reduce Community College
headcount enrollient by 58,774 to 190,762 students, respectively.

Increased student charges would remult in additional federal REOG
funds going to California undergraduates. Most of this increase,
however, would occur anyway because of the implementation this year
of the Middle Incdme Studett;Assistance Act for dependent students.
In fact, nearly half of the additional DWG funds cited in Tables 17,
23, and 27 represent eonies that Congress intended for newly eligible
atudenta from middle-income families, which would be captured
instead by the public segments if they were to raise their student
charges. Moreover, once the new Middle Income Studeit Assistance Act
is fully ilplemected for independent as well as dependent students,
the size of the grants most middle-income students received would not
increase if fees were int:reastad4 The result would be even higher
rates of attrition.among undergraduates in the public segments than
projected here.

It would cost the State more money to fund the Cal Grant programme if
student charges were increased. The added costs of funding Cal. Grant
A and Cal Grant.B recipients at public institutions would range from
$3.4 million under Option 2 to $10.6 million under Option 4. If
enrollment shifts from public to independent institutions occurred
as a result of higher charges in public institutions, the costs to
the State would increase even sore.

After subtracting the added costs of the Cal Grant programs,froe the
enrollment-related budget paybacks and budget cuts that would

)
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accompany any fee increase, the result would represent the reduced
level of State support for public higher education, or the savings to

the taxpayer. In effect, the only savings the State itself would

achieve if student charges were increased would be the direct result

of fewer students being able to attend a public college or
university 4

THE ISSUE FACING CALIFORNIA

The central issue in determining the level of student durges is what
share-of the cost of education shoilld be borne by students and what
share should be borne by the general taxpayer through State and local

sUpport. No simple formula will resolve this issue, and any attempt
to do so which ignores its human dimensions is.unsatiifactory. "A

more effective approach to the issue is to determine the current
balance between student support and State and local support and to
assess the consequences of shifting that balance.

For more than a century, California has maintained a tradition of
providing "tuition-free, low 'cost" public higher' education.
Nevertheless, the University and State University have raised their
student charges from time to time during this-period,,most notably in
the early 1970s. The higher charges at the University that stemmed
from the imposition of the Educational Fee in the early seventiss,
probably forced some students to change their educational plans,
prompting them either to attend a less expensive institution or to
mot attend at all. The impact of higher charges was largely obscured
at thst time, however, because of the ever-.increasing nimber of 18-

to 24-year olds La the State's population and the burgeoning
enrollments at public colleges and universities.

As this report makes clear, student charges, undergraduate.

enrollments, and segmental revenues are inextricably linked.
Student charges .in California's public institutions are currently
among the lowest'im.the nation and its rates of participaqon in
public higher edu:ation among tha highest. Increased student
charges would produce greater rev,r1jes but ;lower undergraduate
enrollments. Existing student aid prl'ogre,1,-Would reduce some of the
enrollment losses that higher charges ,!.;)fild cause, but they could not

eliminate them. Indeed, the trade4/1'-between increased segmental
revenues through higher charges and diminished educational
opportunities as a result of lower enrollments creates a profound
dilemma for public policy makers. The resolution of this dilemma
should be based on a clear understanding of the goals the State hopes
to achieve through its system of public higher education and a
-recognition of the purposes these institutions are intended to
serve.
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Program (Berkeley: SistemettcVainistration, September 1978),
pp. 60, 61.

32/ Pechmati, "The Distributional Effects of Public Higher
Education," pp. 369, 370.

Carnegie Commission, Who Pays?, pp. 20, 21; and Hansen,
"Barriers to College Attendance," p. 32.

34/ 1960 Master Plan, p. ).69; California Student Aid Commission
(CSAC), "Compilation of 1978 College Cost Data," pp. 1, 3; Cali-
fornia Student Aid Commission, "Informatio-n Concerning 1979-80
Comparative Student Eipense Budgets;" -and California Student
Aid Commission, Student Resource Survey, Number 2 (Sacramento:
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35/ CSAC, "Compilation of 1978 College Cost Data," pp-. 1, 3.
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37/ CCM, An Evaluation of the Tuition. Free Principl,,p. 23;
Student Charges, pp., 11, 12; and the National Commission on the
Financing of Postsecondary; Education, Financing Postsecondary
Education in the United States (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, December 1973), pp..67-77.

38/ University of California, 1979-80 Eudet for Current
Operations., pp. 60-61.
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80 (Long Beach: Office ot the Chancellor, 1978), pp. 60-62.

41/ COM, Student Ch,miLl, 0. 4.

42/ Carttegie Commission, Sato bast, p. 7.

43/ CCM, it:wk....at Charges, p. 13.

44/ State of Washington Council for Postseco!adaryltducation [CPZ1,
Policy Recommendati9ns: A System of Establishing Tuition
Fees as a proportion of Educational Costs (Olympia:. Wcshington
Council -for. Postsecondary Education, May 1976), especially
Chapter V on nuition and Fees Compared to tost ih Other
States," pp. 19-21, and Appendix B. See alio, State .of
Washington CPE, Cost Data Reporting Manual for the 1976-77
Higher Education Unit Wenditurfa Study December 5,
1977). This manual proyides an excellent example of the
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of instruction. Finally, see, Stat. of Washington ;Pig, Tuition
and Fees ?olicy Recommendations (Olympia: Novembei 1978)17id
Southern Regional Education Board ISREB), "Tuition .Policy in
Public Higher Education," No. 27 in a series on Financina Higher
Education (Atlanta: SREB, 1976).

45/ Minnescita Higher E5lucation Coordinating' Board (MHECB), Mhecb
report, Vol. IV, No. 6 (September 1978), pp.- 1, 5, and 6; and
MHECB, Mhecb report, Vol. IV, No. 7 (October 1978), pp. 1, 3,
and 4. See also, California State University and Colleges,
"Report of the Project. Team on Out-of-State Tuition,"
Mimeographed (Long Beach: Chancellor's Office, March 21, 1979).

46 Stephen A. Hoenack and WilliaC. Weiler, "Cost-Related Tuition
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Resources, X (Sumer 1975), pp. 332, 333.

47/ SREB, "Tuition Policy," pp. 2, 3; Hoenack and Weiler, "Cost-
Related Tuition Policies," pp. 333, 334; and William D. Hyde,
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Choice in Postsecondary Education," Paper No. 1 in Papers. in
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49/ State of Washington CH, Resident and Nonresident Undergraduate
and Graduate Tuition and/or Re tgla--YeW: Public
Universities, collexes al State '.11.tamilLtill -and 9Lamunitx
Colleges (Olympia: January 1979), pp: 25-31-

50/ Carnegie Commission, Wh p. 12.

51/ Deitch, "Financial Aid," p. 11; Susan C..Nelson, "Financial
Trends and Issues," in David W.Breneman and Chester E. non,
Jr., editors, Public Policy dhd Private Higher Education
(Washington, D.C.:\ The Brookings Institution, 1978), p. 93;
Michael S. McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education," in
Breneman and Finn,!.ed., Onblic Policy and Private iigher
Education, p. 179.

52 ttion and Fees at Morelthan 1,800 Colleges," The Chronicle of
Hi her Education, May 29, 1979, pp. 7-11.

53/ E izabeth W. Sucher, Siephen H. Ivens, add Edmund C. Jacobson,
Student Expenses .at Postsecondary Institutions 1978-79 (New
York: College Entra,nce Examination Board,.1978). sThe,data
presented in Tables 7 and 8 were obtained from State of
Washington CPE, Tuition and Required Feet (January 1979) end
calls by CPEC staff to each institution.

54/ State of Washington CPE, Tuition and Required Fees (January
1979), pp. 21-23,

CCHE, An Evaluation of the Tuition Free Pridcip1e, pp. 7, 34,
and 35; and Sanders and Palmer, The Financial Barrieis.to Risher
Education,, pp. 90, 91.

56 CCHE, An Evaluation of the Tuition Free Principle, p. 36; and
Higher Education Daily, 'October 18, 1978; November 29, 1978;
and January 4, 1979.

57/ McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education," p. 174.

58/ The three best summaries of the literature on student choice and
the denand,for higher education are: McPherson, "The Demand for
Higher Education," pp. 174-196; dregory A. Jackson and-George
B. Weathersby, "Individual Demand for Higher Education:. A
Review And Analysis of Recent Empirical Studies," The Jouvnal
of Higheilducation, Yol:ACINI, No. 6 (November/DeceMber 1075),
pp. 623-651; and Hyde, "The Effect'of Tuition and Financial). Aid
on Accesa and Choice in Postsecondary Education," pp. 4-41,
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example, Robett Campbell and B. Siegel, "The,Demand foarRigher
'Education in- the United States, 1919-1964,"4merican Economic
Review, 57 (June 1967), pp. 482-494; Arthur tcrcessini, Dennix
Dugan, and Henry Orabowsti, "DeterainantA end Distributional,
Aspects of Enrollment in U.S. Higher Education," Journal. of
Human Resourced, 7 (Winter 1972), pp. 31-59; Joseph Night, "The
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and Private Institutions,"kJournal of Human Resources, 0 N
4 (Fall 1975), pp. 512-520; Thomas D. Hopkins, "Higher
Education Larollment Dosiritd," Ecsonomic Iaquir, 1,* (Harrh:
1974), pp. 53-65; and Sam Peltsman, "The affect of Government
Suelidies-in-Kind on Private Expend.itures: The Case of Higher*

Education,," ,Journal of Political Economy, 81 (January/February
1973), pp. 1-27. Quote is from McPherson, "The Demaid for
Higher Education," pp. 176, 177.

60/ John Bishop, "Income, Abiliti; and the Demand for Highnr
Education," Mimeographed. (Madison: Institute for Research on
Poverty, University of Wisconsin, November 1975); Stephen A.
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(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of California,
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360.

61/ Roy Radner and Leonard S. Miller, Demand and Suppli in 'U.S.
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Education published by McGraw-Hill, 1975); Rafter and Miller,
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`Thchnical Supzip_stent (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975); and Heir .

Kohn, Charles Manski, and David Mundel, 'On Empirical
Investigation.of Factors Which Influence Cllege Goin Behavior
(Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 1974).

62/ McPhersc "The Demand for Higher Education," pp,. 176, 177. The
econometrically based techni*que of logit inalysis is
essentially a marriage of regression and discriminant analysis
that focuses on how the various independent variables -affect
the probability of some action or state. For another example of
how conditional logit analysil can be used to evaluate..public
policy alternatives?. see, Jami E. Bruno and Ira Heiken, "An
Empirical' Analysis on Propensity for Teachers to Strike,"
Educational Administration Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring
1975), pp. 66-85.

63/ McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education," pp. 176-180. For
a more recent example of the use of a logit model and a somewhat
different set of variables, see, John Bishop, "The Effect of
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'Journal of &MUM Resources, XII, No. 3 (Fall 1977), pp. 245-307.
Another methodological approach that attempts to predict
student choice among institutions, but does not 4eal with the
way price changes affect the decision to attend or dropout, has
been advanced by Stephen Carroll and Daniel Relies. See,

Stephen J. Carroll and Daniel A. Relies, A. Baycsian Model of
Choice Among Higher, Educatioi Institutions (Santa Monica: The
Rand Corporation; 1976).

64/ Hyde, "The Effect of Tuition and Financial Aid," pp. 16, 48;

-7
William D. Hyde, Jr;,-"The Effici of Tuition and Financial Aid
on Access and Choice in Postsecondary Education," in William D.
Hyde, ,ed., Issues in Postsecond Education Finance;
Summaries of §ix Issues (Denver: Education Commission of the
States, June 1978), pp. 28-36; and Humphrey Doermann, "The
Future Market for College Education," inARole for Market. in
Colles& Admissions (New York: Collage Entrance Examination
Board, 1976).

Hyde, "The Effect o Tuition and Finanti41 Aid," p. 44; Jackson
and.Weathersby, "In, ividual Demand for Higher Education," pp.
643-650; and McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education," pp.
180-186.

66 Hyde, "The Effect of Tuition and Financial Aid on Access and
\Choice," pp. 29,.31; Hyde, "The Effect of Tuition and Financial
Aid," pp. 44, 45; Jackson and Weathersby, "Individual Demand
for Higher EducatiOn," p. 647; Radner and Miller, Demand and
Supply in U.S. gigher Education., pp. 35,4'3; Bishop, "The Effect
;of Public Policie, on Demand," pp. 488-294; The National
.Commission on the Financing jFoetsecondary Educat
Financing Postsecondary Eduction inAhe United States, p. 256;
and Bishop, "Income, Abil y, and the Demand for Higher
Education," pp. 323-375., ,/

,
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67/ The general finding that 41'4100 cost increase would pro uce
1.0 percentage point decree e in enrollment would be equiv ent

;
to a tuition elasticity &:.e ficient of -0.3 in 1974. Adigkting
this for changes in ale Co 12 sumer Price Index between 1974 ind
1978 produce* a tuitionelisticity coefficient of -0.218.

68/ This generalization is base4 on the differences in the
magnitude of the enrollment freaponses of low-, middle-, and
high-income st,udenta to cost thcreases found in a number of the
studies. See', for example, Radner and Miller, Demand and Supply
in U.S. fiats Education, p...64; 'Bishop, "Income, Ability, and
the Demand for Higher Education,': and Daryl E. Carlson,
"tudent Price Response Coefficienfs for Grants, Loans, Work-
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Study Aid, and Tuition Changes: An Malysis of Student Surveys
(Davis: Department of AolcuXtural Economics, University of
California, Davis, unpublished manuscript, November 1974).

69/ CSAC:'Student Resource purvey, Number 2, p. 35; California
Student Aid Commission, Student Resource IBEnr (Sacramento:
California %tudent Aid Commission, 1972): The income*
categories are initially readjusted for changes in the Conakuniir
Price Index between December 1974 spd Deceabek 1978, -and the.

results are carefully plotted by cumulative percentages for'
ea.ch segment. The income categories used in this reOurt--$0 to
$11;999 for low income; $12,000 to $24,999 for middle incone7;
and $25,000 and above for high incoae--are then readjusted,
mathematically and the percentages recomputed.

70/ Patricia Smith end Laura Kent, Ids., The' Impact of the Basic
Grant program on the States (Washington, D.S.: Policy Analysis
'Service, American Council on Education, August 1977).
'Unfortunately., thivreport does not reflect the change.\in the
basic grant program that camesbout as .a passage of the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act. Two excellent, if somewhat-
hypothetical, discussions of the likely impact of that Act*e
available. See, Congressional Budget .Office, Federal\
Assistance for Postsecondary Education: 'Onttions for Fiscal',

Year 1979 (Washingenn, D.C.: CongressionalTBudget Office, \
Congresi qf the United States, May,1978); and William D. Hyde,
"Student Financial Aid Pioposals and the Middle Income
'Squeeze': Tax Credits or Expansion of Basic Grants," Paper No.
14 in William D. Hyde, lulu in Education \Finance (Denver:
Education Commission of the States, June 1978). Other
essentiak materials for any attempt to estimate the possible
implications of this Act on California students include:
College Scholarship Service of the College Board, CSS Need
Analysis: Theory and Computation Procedures for the 1979-80
FAF (New York: .College Entrance Examination Board, 1979);
Offite of Education, Bureau of "Student Financial Assistance,
Department of Health, Education, aud Welfare, 1979-80
Determination' of 'Eligibility Index: .14sic Educational':
Opportunity Grant ?muss (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1979); and OR, BSFA, payment Schedule 1979-80
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1979). The Middle income Student
Asezitance Act also increased the funding for the College Work
Stu4y Program d removed the family-income ceiling for
participation n the Guaranteed Stadent Loan Program. Both of
these measu.r1 re likely to assistStudents faced:with higher
costi for atte getting., but it Was not possible to factor
either of these change. into the mode*. Horeoker, the available
evidence suggests that neither loan* nor work study have the
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same impact in offsetting higher charges as a grant of the same
size. See, Carlson, "Student Price Response Coefficients for
Grants, Loans, and Work-Study Aid."

71.1 "Notes frost the Deputy Commissioner," Max MA Bulletin 79
(Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, May 197), pp. 1-5: in
May it appeared that the provisions 'of -MISAA for independent
students would be implemented this year, too, largely because
of pressure from Congrese. Sill"7.." that time, however, fevers].

obstacles have developed. It doas not appear that there will be
enough time to implemeht these provisions prior to the start of
the fall term. The 1979-80 payment schedule; moreover, makes it
clear that. for almost all students in the middle-income group--
be they dependent or independent7-the amount of the basic grant
for those who attend an institution charging $350 or more per
year would not increase if student fees were increased.

72/ Only one study deals specifically with the kinds of older, part-
time students the California Community Colleges attract in such
great.numbers, although its focus is national. See, John Bishop
and Jane Van Oft, "Can Adults be Hooked on College: Some
Determinants of Adult College Attendance," Journal of Nigher
Education, XLVIII (January/February 1977), 'pp. 39-62. The
Community College model for enrollment responsts .to cost
creases that was used in) this report is based on a

modification of the Bishop and Van Dyk ,finaings and formulas.
For an excellent discussion, of the many% difficulties ikiherent
in trying to apply the studies that focus on traditional, 18- to
24-year-old students' responses'to cost increases to the case
of the California Community College, see, Susan C. Nelson,
"Community College Finance 'in California: 'Equity Implications
in the Aftermath of Pnoposition 13," Mimeographed (Washington,
D.C.': prepared for' tlie Chancellor's Office of the. California
Community Colleges, February 1979), especially pp. 28-35. City
University of New York [CUNT) increased the tuition in its two-
and four-year colleges from $0 to $700 between 1975 and 1976.
Simultaneous changes in admissions standards, State -financial
aid policy, the end of ;veterans' benefits, and other factors,
however, make it virtually Impossible to determine what portion
of the enrollment losses in VINT were the result of increased
charges and what portion of the losses stemmed from other
factors. See, Office of Program and Policy Research,
ARElication and Enrollsieht of CUNY Freshien: Fall 1975 versus
Fall 1976 (New York: The City University of New York, November.
1977); anJ Office of Program and Policy Basearat, The gaz
University of New York Data and Issues (New York: CUNT, December
1977). Another oft-cited ctudy of an experiment involving
several two-y_ar colleges in Wisconsin contains numerous
caveats about how tentative the findings are. The experimeit



has since ended and while the inverse relationship between fees
and enrollments was' clearly established, the original study and
a follow-up study simply reinforce the magnitude oZ the
Community College enrollment responses projected by the models
used in this report. See, "Experiment-in Low Fees, 1973-74:
Preliminary Report" (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1974),
and American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
"Wisconsin Low Tuition Experiment Enda: Tuitions Up,
Enrollments DoWn," (Washington, D.C.: AASCU Special Report,
August 1977).

73/ The budget penalties for enrolLment losses in the public seg-
ments sake them more sensitive financially to enrollment losses

, than independent colleges and universities. If,an independent
institution loses a student, it simply loses the tuition and fee
income that student would', have provided. If a..public
institution loses a student for whatever reason, it 14ses not
only the fees the student was paying but has its budget reduced
the following year by an incremental amount set in the State
budget formulas. This second financial penalty for enrollment
losses makes the calcrlation of the net revenues,produced in the
public sector by invreased charges significantly different from
similar calculations in the independent sector. As a result, it
has often been overlooked in casual discussions of the possible
implications of hiiher charges in public higher education.

74/ See, for example, "Ford Warns of Misuse of Expanded Student Aid
Program," Higher Education Daily, November 28, 1978. The
article refers to a speech by Representative William Ford,
Chairman of the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee. He
warned, "If people begin capturing the federal aid, we will end
up not doing a thing to improve,educational opportunity for
Americans."

75/ Once the new Middle Income Student Aesistance Act is fully
implemented, most full-time students from iddle-income
families would not have their grants increased at all if fees
were increased. This woul6 eventually mean that most middle-
incomq students would have tO pay the entire amount of any
future fee increase themselves. This year and probably next
year, however, most middle-income students will experience a
change from being ineligible for REOG assistance last year to
being eligible for a grant this year. Therefore, the model
assumes that for most of,these students the entire cost of
$100 fee increase would be'offset.in the shortrun by the shift
in their eligibilit, from no grant last year to a grant of $200
or more this year.
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76/ Since some of these part-time-students may be self-supporting
and tbus ineligible this year to take advantage of the more
liberal independent student provisions of the Middle Income
Student AsaistanEe Act, end since many other part-time students
fail to receive financial assistance for a wilitity-oit.teasons,
the payment schedule for one-half time students was used in com-
puting the portion of the increased charges that would be offset
by a BEOG grant.

77/ Since the Cal Grant programs require the student to enroll full
time, the offsets referred to in these tables apply only to
Cull-time undergraduates. These offsets axe calculated by
taking the number of current Cal Grant A recipients in-esch
income group And th'e number of eligible Cal Grant B recipients
in each income group and subtracting the projected number of
htudents lost in that income group from the number.of-larent
recipients in that group. Since the figures refer to currently
enrolled Cal Grant recipients, the maximum possible offset is
to reduce the projected enrollment losses to ;aro. It would be
incorrect to assume from,this, however, that the enrollment
losses in the University would remain negligible no matter how
much fees might be increased.

78 The Cal Grant offsets for the State University were computed in
the same manner as for the University. The smaller number of
Cal Grant A and eligible Cal Grant B recipients currently
enrolled in the State University, ihowever, meanA that these
programs as currently constituted could not entirely offset the
projected enrollment losses among fuIl-time.stAdents in thst
segment.

79/ Age was not used as a separate independent variable in this
report, although most of the data used in constructing the model
for .the four-year segments was derived from studies of
traditional 18- to 24,year-old uadergraduates. Treating the
price responsiveness of older students as if it were the same as
for younger ones with similarcredit loads posed no real problem
in the case of the University because it has so few older
undergraduates enrolled-. _Moreover, the Bishop and Van Dyk
study, which applies mainly to Community Colleges, concluped
that the enrollmentof older students--those over 25 years of
age--is more responsive to cost .increases than is the
enrollment of younger students. Since the Bishop and Van Dyk
findings were used to develop the model used in this report for
part-time Community College students, it did not seemilecessary
to identify age as a separate independent variable in their
case. In the State University, though, there are many older
students enrolled. Applying the coefficients developed by
Bishop and Van Dyk for Community College students to older State
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80

University students did not seem appropriate, however.
Further, it appears that a major 'reason for the greater price
responeiveness of older students is that they-also tend to be
predominantly part-time students and, tilAus do'not qualify for
much, if any, Vinancial aid. Consequently, it-was assumed in
constructing the moael that the 'Inert* of stu4pants' ages on
their responsiveness to cost increases would already be
reflected by variations in the enrollment responsivenest of
students with different credit loads--uf independent variable
already being used in the model.

There is reason to believe that#juniore and sniors would be
less likely toleave college than first...time freshmen-or
sophomores if student charges were increased. Noenack's study
of the.enrollment responsiveness of UniTersity o tit:Inseo a
students to cost increases, concluded that lowerdtvision .

students were more responsive to increases than upper-division
students. This dots not mean, however, that upper-division
students are not responsive to cost increases, or that their
price response coefficients can be set equal to zero. Heroover,
Hoenack's findings have not been replicated by other studies in
a manner that would permit the uee of different price response
coefficients for lower- and apper-divisibq students as well as
for students with different family internee' finally, because
of the ugile of students graduating and new freshmen entering
each year, it would only be a matter of a few years before the
greater price responsiveness of lower-division students would
bc reflected in lower overall enrollments. Under the
circumstances, the model developed for this report utilized the
adjusted price response coefficients for underereduate students
as a whole. See, Hoenack and Weiler, "Cost-Related Tuition
Policies and University Enrollments," pp. 332-360.

81/ See, State of Washington CPE, Tuition and Feeshata. In con-
tr at to the option outlined here, Washington sets student
activity fee ceilings at not sore than 29.0 percent of the other
charges.

82/ As noted earlier, once the Middle Income Student Assistance Act
is f'.:lly implemented, the amount of the grants for most middle-
income students would not increase if fees increased. Under
those circumstances, less of the increased fee revenue the
institutions received would come from BEOG funds and more from
the students themselves. The result would be even more
substantial enrollment losses than projectedlhere.

83/ Jackson And Weethersby "Individual Demand for Higter
Education," pp 649-650; Gregory A. Jackson, "Financial Aid and
Student Enrollment," Journal of Higher Education 49 (1978), pp.
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548-S74; Hyde, "The Effect of Tuition and Finalicial Aid," pp.
36-42; and Daryl E. Carlson, A Etat of-Funds Mo441 for )m1.104134
the !mist et Alternative Student Aid Progras (Stanford:
Stanford Research Institute, 1975), pp. 62, 63.

84 American Association of State Colleges 24:1Universities1 report
cit.ed in Higher Education Daily, Atlust 8, 1979.

85/ McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education," pp. 168-171;
Rennetli M. Deitch, "Pricing and Financial Aid in American
Higher Education: Some Interactions," (Sloan gomaission on
Government and Higher Education, August 14, 1978), pp. 53-57:

86 1979-80 Governor's Biujjet, p. 1043.

87 Population Research Unit, Department of Finance, Population .

projections for California Counties 1975-2020. With Ase/Sei
Detail. to 2000 "Series E-150 (Sacramento: Department of
Finance:Thecember 1977). See alio, Patrick M. Callan, Cali
fornia PosteecondarY Edlication: CW,lenses and Constraints
(Sacramento: California Postsecondary Education-nag-STZ
1979), pp. 1-6.

88 Hoenack and Weiler, "Cost-Related Tuition Policies and Univer-
'city Enrollments," pr. 346-349,
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APPENDIX A

TME COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENROLLMENT MODEL

The yodel to assess the impact of increased student chargeson full-
time Community College student enrollment recognises that there art
important similarities between thesestudents atid fuilmtium, laver
dikrision students!at the State. Vniversity. The average credit load
of the two groups of students vas almost identical in Fell 1978,
the Income distribution,was-quite similar, and the average ages were
vary close.

The model for pert-time Community College students 'was different,
however, because there stUdents are quite distinctive. The yodel
wee based on the research'of Bishop and Van Dyk on the factors af-
fecting adult enrollment in higher education, ,particularly-in Cot
munity Colleges. Amodg the variables they identified were tuition
or cost, proximity of a two-year college, the ealetence of an open-
door admissions policy, student charges at nearhylour-year Ansa-
tutions, veteran's status, occupation, nuabor of children, age,
local unemployment rates, and ircome.

Bishop and Van Dyk used a conditional Logit equation to corroborate
their findings. Their logit coefficients-for theNiffect of tuition
on enrollments were Used in this report. Because these nonlinear
coefficients could not be adjusted-for changes in the Consumer Price
Index,bettween 1970 end 1978, the net increasei tn student Charges
tested in the Various Options in this report were-adjusted instead.
The equation used here fmr7assessing the enrollment impact of in-
creased charges on part-time Community College students wee a loga-
rithmic equation'ot the fallowing general form:

4xMOWS (1-nt*44e - 1)/((1-P) + Pe

Where:

Iota B Thor porgootass change in enrollmant,produced by a
.given increase in student Charges.

P The participation rate of that particular type of
Community College student.

44 al The logit coefficiert for tuition and fee effects.

tix The net increase in student charges expressed in
increments of $100 and adjusted for CPI changes
between 1970 and 1978.

e
x

The natural antilog. It raises 2.71828 to the x
th

power. In this case x equals the value of x.
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APPENDIX B

PROJECTIONS OF THE ,2111ACT .OF A sioaltcmeAsE
WHEN THE MIDDLE INCOME STUDENr ASIISTANCE ACT

IS FULLY INPMENTED

As noted ou several occasions in the text of this report, tho enroll.
nest and revenue effects of an increase ;in student' charges.iould be
different if the increase occurred after the Wale l4 rmen-'13tudent
Assistance Act vas .fully I/spleen:414 -..,-TilbUto A,`. Al and C project
the 'enrollment impact- of a *no acrossatki4kpar4 invriafor vaeurring
after all the components of NISAA torn bey inelosented, the
assuaptIons built into the modals used to7test--OptionsA through
4 yore used here, except foethe Assumptions About the vaythe
MISAA*vould affect the net price faced by students. Table D shows
the revenue effects.
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ENROLLMENT IMPACT OF A S100 INCREASE 111:$140ENT, CHARGES AT UNIVERSITY

Income Tuition Net COst Students Cost
Level Percent Number.. fliallEat Increase Percent *mbar

NOnresident gadmraduates High

Resident Undergraduates-

FuIl-Time Low
Middle
lUeh

Part-T4me
(6.1 - 11.9 Units)

Part-Time
(6.0 of Leas Units)

Total -11,110MEDOWIL

131

TOTAL

Law
Middle
High

TOTAL

. Low
MUddle
High

TOTAL

Low
Middle
High

TOTAL

16.72
37.3
46.0

14410

3,891

13,595
10,365

37.447

81,407

i;

*-0.146

-0.437
-0.218
-0,146

AllbANO

s,

16.7 771 -0.437
37.3 1,722 -0.218
46.0 2,123 -0.146

4,616

16.7 175 -0.437
37.3 391 -0.218
44.0 481 -0.146

NA Ai 1.046

14,541 -0.437
..410 32,478 -0218
.010. 43,942 -0,146

,11.41em
, 90,961 sob..

4595 -3.322

. 450
450-4100
' $100

.474
474.4100

0.00

14d
4100
4100

-3.02
-2.80
-2.02

-2.48

-4.47
-2.90
-2.02

-2.75

-6.28
,3.07

-2.08

.3.15

7110.5

'WOW.

MAIM

IMMO&

Net Loss Atter
Cal Grant Offsets
sumer Percent

129 - 129 -3.322

410 - 0 -0.00 -

849 - 0 -0.00
756 0 -0.00

-2,015 0 -0.00

34 -. 34 -4.47
.50 - 50 -2.90
43 - 43 -2.02

127 - 127 -1 75

11 11 4.28
12 - 12 :-3.07

- .10 -2.08

33 - 33 4.15

,ela *kb

somAis

esmosi*

- 45 -0.31
- 62 .4.19
,- 182 -0.41

- 289 -0.32
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A (NROLLMEHT IMPACT OF' A $100 INC

tionresident tJnde4uates

'tisk-lent UnsImbrades

kJ 1 I -T 'me

Part-Time
6.1 - 11.9 Units1

Part-Time
(6.0 or Less Units)

Total Underrduates

ia3

Income

Level

TABLE B

E -IN STUDENT C $ AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY

'Net Loss After
Tuitio Net Price Students Lost Cal Grant Offsets

Percent $i4t Elasticity Increase zesmi, amber_ kuku.... Percept

High 8,507 0.146

Low 31.2 40,197 -0 437

Middle 42,3 68,376 -0 218

MO 26:3 42,313 -0.146

TOTAL 160,886

Low 31.2, 11 088 -0.437
Middle 42.5 15 104 4,218
*High 26.3 9 346 -0.146

TOTAL 35,538 .111.7111

Low 31.2 9,463 -0.437
Middle 41.5 2,890 -0,218
High 210 7,976 4.146

TOTAi 30319-

Low 70,748 -0.437
Middle 96,370 -0.218 414

High 68,142 -0.146

TOTAL 238,260

4190

$50

824-550
8100-

870-$100
5100

580
$80
580

1.45X 123 123 1 45X

6 -5,351, 0 -0.00
.03 -2,755 , .0 -0.00

7.1.2 -3,013 -2,591 -6.12

- 5.54 .8,918 -2,591 -1.61

16.20 -.1,796 -1,796 6,20
- 7,66 -1,157 -1,157 - 7.66
- 7.12 665 - 665 - 7.12

-10 IS -3 618 3,618 -10.18

49.98 -1,891 -1,891 -19.98
- -1,285 -1,285 - 9.97
- 6.67 - '532 - 532 - 6.67

-12.23 -3,708 -3,708 -12.23

-3,687 -5.21
-2,442 -2.53

+ow.. -3,911 -5.74
-10.040 -4.21
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thjarincht...es

Full-Time.

Part-.T1LJ
Lat

(6.1 .9 Units)

Part-Time
(6,0 or Less U

To ) Un4er9raduates

ballearinimieilelitenWASIb

TABLE

POO SE N STUDENT tHARGES IN THE ITT

Income

Level Percent m.remilewmu.

Net Loss After
Tu tion Net Cost Students Lost Cal Grant Offsets

CastiEtty. Increase ferett number Humber Perces**

3 .4% 120,249 -0.437
le- 38.0 118,997 -0.218

High 23 6 73,903 -0.146

Low .- 4454369

Middle __ 440.729
High - 273,715

TOTAL 1,159,812

TOTAL 313 149

to
4 38.4 82,838

HIddle 38.0 81,976
High 23.6 50,911 IP -
TOTAL 215,725 -

Low .38.4 242,281
Middle 38.0 239,756
High 23.6 148,901

TOTAL.' ai AM. 630,938 --

some.

5.0

404100
4.100

476

$5041
4110

-_

460

$60

$60

.....

1
.

-10.66 -12,..,817 - 5,471 4.55

- 2,50 - 2,981 - 2,925 - 2.46
- 7.12 - 5,262 - 5,262 - 7.12

-- 6 72 1 060 13 658 4 36

- 7.43 - 6,159 - 6,159 - 7.43
6.48 - 50314 - 5,314 - 6.48

- 9.68 - 4,926 - 4,926 - 9.68

- 7.60 -16',399 -16,399 - 7.60

- 5.88 -14,255 -14 255 - 5.88

- 5.88 -140105 -14,105 - 5.88
- 5.92 - 8,820 - 8,820 - 5.92

- 5.89 -37,180 -37,180 - 5.89

111,1s.

.1664471,-

-25,885 - 5.81
-22,344 -
-19,008 .- 6.94

-67,237 - 5.80
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TABLE 1)

REVENUE IMPACT Of' A $100 INCREASE.1N STUDENT CHARGES
IN ALL THREE PUBLIC SEGMENTS'

INCREASEIN GROSS REVENUES

Gross Revenu S

University $10,474,409

'State University $20,586,850

j-Commuaity Colleges $85,5070180

TOTAL $116,568,439

z
,vilywW04,1014171MWMMilexa

Sources of Revenues Paid as Student Fees ?.1

Students State Federal BEV

920,41,

$7,369,4M

$24,967,78

$33,259,84,

$8,108,117

$12,000,000

$59,799,194

$79,907,311

41,445,880

$1,217,400

4 740,200

$3,403,480

Segment Gross Revenues

NET REVENUE INCREASE

Bud et Reductions
Same Year Followin Year

4

Netiblvw
Inerease.

University $10,474,409 $ 4 476,150 $ 9,996,25.

:State OniVersity $20,586,850 $24862,015 $4,997,691 $12,707,14

Community Colleges $85.507,180 $20,395,580 $14,858,532 00,253,06.

'TOTAL $116,568,439 $23,277,595 $20,332,373 06,i58,474
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